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Notes 2000-2013 

Note: these are cryptic notes. Few personal opinions. 

Refer to website URLs for further info on various subjects 

John W. Warner IV 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

 

PREFACE: 

 

Before reading these notes, notes clipped from everywhere and beyond, the reader must 

understand I do not claim to know what is fact or fiction, good intel or disinformation. 

These are just plain notes. That is all. I consider everything, then discern. 

The reader should also understand some scientific, metaphysical, and philosophical 

fundamentals that most everyone in “The Big Know” understands clearly. The Deep 

State, secret societies, select military, financial, religious, intelligence, and government 

officials (Ex: Presidents Trump, Putin), the US Navy Secret Space Program, or SSP, and 

“read-in” scientific personnel in Unacknowledged Special Access Programs all know it. 

They get it. So should you, pal. They call it “The Subject” to keep it hush-hush. Didn’t 

work. 

So, regarding The Subject: 

 

• Firstly, no one dies, dummy. This is the big, big secret––whee! No human being has 

ever really “died.” Everyone in the cosmos reincarnates as an aura, soul, or spirit. That’s 

who we really are, infinite spirit beings. Our physical bodies are nothing more than rusty 

ol’ taxicabs for lugging the soul around. We learn, learn, learn, then move on to brand 

new lives, and that’s where Mozart-like genius really comes from. (He wrote a concerto 

at 5) Get over it. Once a person gets over the fear of death, they cannot be swindled and 

pushed around anymore. Feeling cheated already? Of course you are. 

The meaning of life is to learn and create, then be service to others. “If it doesn’t work for 

everyone, it doesn’t work at all.” Pretty frickin’ easy. That’s an African proverb, by the 

by. 

 

• The cosmos is 95% consciousness. The rest is plasma, matter, gravity, space-time, 

electricity, etc. This “Universal Consciousness” is also referred as “The Akhashic 

Record.” No silly Dark Matter, cosmic dust, or green cheese apply here, buck-O. 

 

• The cosmos contains star nations and star beings, not “aliens.” Extraterrestrial star 

beings are called ETs. No one is an alien, you ignorant dipsquats, it’s derogatory, we are 

all equal citizens of the cosmos. An estimated 96% are benevolent, loving, and service to 

others. Some are indifferent, but that’s OK. But the 4%, the so-called “regressives,” make 

the Nazis look good by comparison. They are horrendous. Boo-hoo. Deal with it. 
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• The concepts of good and evil, positive and negative, high vibrational and low, are just 

perspectives. Don’t judge. Don’t point fingers on your high horse; don’t throw stones in 

your green technology-laden glass house. Just…roll with this one. 

 

• Most of our written history is a lie. It was written, destroyed, hidden away, and re-

written by the winners of wars, suspect religious institutions, corrupt governments, and 

shitty fancy-dress monarchies. Napoleon and General George Patton said it too. Big deal. 

All history is revisionist. 

 Before the Great Flood of 10,600 BC (In geology it’s called the Meltwater Pulse 1-B), 

countless high civilizations existed: Atlantis, Lemuria, Mu, Agartha, OG, Khmer, 

Hyperborea, etc. Earth has been Grand Central Station for hundreds of millions of years, 

people. Billions, even. All the pyramids and star forts worldwide are stark evidence of 

these civilizations hidden in plain sight. They were all Class-1 civilizations (5th density 

or higher) with zero-point free energy and consciousness-driven technology. Love those 

fun ancient myths! 

 

• Portals and Stargates are used every day. Some are big, some are small, some are 

natural, some are artificially-made. Our sun is a helluva big one. Shhhh, that’s classified. 

Implode an atomic bomb and presto, portal-city, boys and girls, just like on TV. 

Extremely valuable and useful portals are all over the Middle East, which is why there 

are so many conflicts in the big sand box. Antarctica is purported to have a major one that 

goes far out in our galaxy. Our universe has a cosmic web of wormholes for efficient and 

quick space travel. Hey, it’s free. 

 

• Thousands of races of ETs work with governments and militaries every single day. 

It’s nothing new. If you want a job working with them at the NSA or Pentagon, just ask 

while you sign a government National Security form. Most are super-nice and mega-

smart by all accounts, but not all. I do not know if they get paid well or receive 

government pensions. 

We are known in the galaxy as being excellent engineers because we continue to innovate 

where others are stagnant, and that’s awesome. We don’t like last year’s Cadillac as 

much as next year’s. 

 

• There is a burgeoning corporate-run barter trade market that’s unregulated by any 

authority here on Earth, or out in the solar system and Milky Way. If it’s popular down 

here, it usually is out there: Electric mining equipment, nylons, chocolate, heroin, 

genetics, gold, silver, SONY electronics, trees, plants, animals, genetics, spices, 

spaceships, hothouse flowers…you get the picture. 

 

• Militaries the world over use safe free energy generators that work on torsion field 

zero-point energy principles. Plasma accelerators. Cheap & cheerful. Ships, underground 

bases, the Moon base (Lunar Operations Command), and subs. The energy is drawn from 

the vacuum of space-time. Another secret freebee. Gee whiz, I can’t wait for General 

Electric and Con Ed turn theirs on, but they will probably charge even more. 
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• President Trump’s Space Mining Bill in Congress was passed because we already are 

mining asteroids and moons. That’s why we need an official US Space Force. We already 

have one in secret. End of story. Comprende, amigos? 

 

 
 

• The mostly lousy world press and media are tightly controlled by just a few 

corporations, conspiracy fans. They literally manipulate human consciousness, or try to. 

The CFR, the Bildeberger Group, the Trilateral Commission, the CIA, the JASON 

Society, VIACOM, the Pentagon, MJ-12, and many others are in control. For now. 

Watch nature programs and read books instead. Violence and war suck. So do 

commercials for Depends adult diapers. 

 

• Earth is 12 billion years old, not 4.3. Permits signed, zones laid out, palms greased, it 

was created by various star races as a very special water-and-garden planet to spruce up 

our drab galactic neighborhood. Every form of life was brought here by farmer races and 

were nurtured carefully. Don’t step on a bug or chop down a tree, they have souls too. 

 

• Mainstream science, math, and physics are heavily redacted. The really good stuff 

has been purposely kept secret. Ex: Unified Field Theory, torsion physics, dimensional 

physics, antigravity, and high-end SCALAR technology, etc. Schools and universities 

teach mostly nonsense to keep people ignorant, and have been doing so since the 

Renaissance. Thanks Vatican & Smithsonian & Royal Society & Harvard. What dipshits. 

Brainwashing 101. My advice is to toss that diploma or PhD in the trash. Aww-w-w-w, 

you can handle it… 

 

• All religions are 100% grade-A bullshit. Religions and their scurrilous inflexible 

dogma were designed long ago by the regressive folks to mind control the masses so we 

would accept our slavery by the various, ahem, “sky gods.” Guess who, kids! It’s the 

moldy old divide and conquer strategy. Religions offer only a confusing mix of tiny bits 

of truth, a little wisdom, lots of disinformation, and plenty of outright lies. Leonardo da 

Vinci and Galileo knew this, so did that fab genius Nikola Tesla, now you do. The 

benevolent ETs in our universe call God “Source,” “The One,” “The All There Is.” 

Everyone and everything in the cosmos are part of The One. (See: The Law of One). 

Spirituality has nothing to do with religion. Don’t cry, you need to get over all this too. 

Please? 

 

• Linear time does not exist. Nope. Time is circular and never-ending. Duh-h-h-h. I 

figured this crap out in grade school doodling pictures of the USS Enterprise. The past, 
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present, and future all exist at once and are constantly changing. It is only NOW. We see 

changes over time, that’s all. Ditch that Timex or Rolex, they’re worthless. Time is a 

flexible force, and is used every day for space navigation, Star Trek fans. Just plug it into 

your spaceship GPS and you’re off. (Yes, yes, my wife calls me “Captain Kirk”). 

 

• The cosmos has 12 known dimensions or densities. In between them are infinite 

layers. We live in the rock-solid, super-dense third, and now the nifty lower 4th 

dimension by some accounts. The service-to-self low-lifes of the universe, a.k.a. “the bad 

guys,” exist in third to lower 4th only, and will not rise any higher. Most nice & happy 

high vibrational star beings are higher 4th or 5th density or much higher. The higher up 

the chain you go, the less physicality you have or even need. Simple-dimple. 

 

• Gravity is from the sun’s radiation. Electromagnetic waves come to the Earth a two 

trillion cycles per second. Gravity is also “the engine of time.” Many different types of 

gravity hold matter together in our reality. Matter is constructed from light. LIGHT. Yes, 

even peanut butter and bananas. Ask yourself: What are photons? Units of light. Duh-h-h. 

 

• We Earth Humans were engineered genetically by 22 different star nations over 

hundreds of thousands of years just like countless other star beings, so no big deal. We 

did not evolve from apes, but we do have a small amount of chimpanzee and Neanderthal 

DNA in us for strength. Dig it. Own it. That’s why primatologists haven’t found a 

“missing link.” There aint none. We are an ongoing experiment, and are unique for 

having 12 strands of DNA. It’s not junk DNA, that’s a lie. Get used to being lied to by 

everyone in authority in charge of everything. It’ll help. 

Lots of ET folks out yonder are giddy with excitement over how we’ll turn out with all 

that fancy DNA active. Keep the faith, baby. We’re cool. We have friends in high places. 

They love us because we’re family. 

 

• All humans are psychic, just like your great aunt Sylvie who talks to animals and 

predicts the weather in West Virginia; we all have telepathic/telekinetic abilities of 

varying degrees. Also synesthesia. Most everyone in our universe communicates 

telepathically. Standard Operating Procedure from the fourth dimension onwards. That’s 

what some of that fancy “junk” DNA is for, but it’s turned off at the moment. You’ll see. 

Listen carefully to those inner voices. Your 6th sense is very real, albeit sometimes 

annoying. See: The Higher Self. 

 

• The universe is holographic. Photons are units of light. LIGHT. Get it? We are light 

beings, and we create our reality together with our collective consciousness at 2 billion 

times per second. Grab your Ray Bans, folks. 

 

• Starting in 2016, I began taking notes on psychic “channeler” Sharon Stewart and her 

ET friend IVO. Their intel makes sense to me, so I’d advise the reader to at least consider 

it while using great discernment. IVO represents other ETs that are here to help us with 

our mess. Hey, we need it. However, I don’t like her silly cat stories and complaints. 
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• The Earth and everything on her are rising in vibration. (The Schumann 

Resonance) Everything in the cosmos vibrates at a different frequency. Frequency is 

everything in high technology. Got a bad headache along with your hippy spiritual 

awakening? That’s from this shindig. Pop an aspirin and meditate outdoors. Eat organic. 

Drink yucky green juice. 

 

Now that you know a few basic fundamentals, don’t be so damn scared of everything. 

Keep that sense of humor, you’ll need it. Fear is the mind-killer. That’s my advice. And 

remember that anger, violence, and revenge are fruitless endeavors. They feed the 

darkness. We must all learn to love and forgive unconditionally, just as is done in the rest 

of the universe. We must cooperate and act as one human race soon, because that’s how 

people in the universe view us. E Pluribus Unum, “Out of many, ONE.”  

Happy trails. 

––JWW 

 

 

 

Let’s start here: 

 

• WW2 

 

On March 5, 1942, George C. Marshall writes a top-secret memo to the President, which 

states: "regarding the air raid over Los Angeles, it was learned by Army G2 that Rear 

Admiral Anderson 'recovered an unidentified airplane off the coast of California' with no 

bearing on conventional explanation... This Headquarters has come to the determination 

that the mystery airplanes are in fact not earthly and according to secret intelligence 

sources, they are in all probability of interplanetary origin." Marshall goes on to state: 

"As a consequence, I have issued orders to Army G2 that a special intelligence unit be 

created to further investigate the phenomenon and report any significant connection 

between recent incidents and those collected by the director the office of Coordinator of 

Information." The memo bears correct Office of Chief of Staff (OCS) file numbers and 

has "Interplanetary Phenomenon Unit" (IPU) typed on it at a later time by a different 

typewriter. It is logical to believe that this is the order that sets up the IPU. 

 

• USAF IPU Report: 

 

Congressman John Kennedy briefed on Roswell crash. He was ONI in WW2 under 

Forrestall, 1945-47. Forestall trusted him. 
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Forrestal, in fedora hat. JFK at far right. 1945, Berlin. 

Note: It’s highly possible Forrestal was murdered in 1949 because he wanted public 

disclosure of the UFO/IPU file. He was witness to a UFO crash in Cape Giradeau 

Missouri (The debris). 1942. US Army G2 unit was in charge. Human body parts were 

found. Insectoid ETs. He had a mental breakdown at Bethesda Naval hospital. 

Congressman Lyndon Johnson was involved. 

 

• Interplanetary Phenomenon Unit report 

USAF confirmed existence of unit 

 

Between January 1947 and December 1952 at least 16 crashed or downed alien craft, 65 

alien bodies, and 1 live alien were recovered. An additional alien craft had exploded and 

nothing was recovered from that incident. Of these events, 13 occurred within the borders 

of the United States, not including the craft which disintegrated in the air. 

Of these 13, 1 was in Arizona, 11 were in New Mexico, and 1 was in Nevada. Three 

occurred in foreign countries. Of those, 1 was in Norway and the last 2 were in Mexico. 

Sightings of UFOs were so numerous that serious investigation and debunking of each 

report became impossible, utilizing the existing intelligence assets. 

An alien craft was found on February 13, 1948, on a mesa near Aztec, New Mexico. 

Another craft was located on March 25, 1948, in White Sands Proving Ground. It was 

100 feet in diameter. 

A total of 17 alien bodies were recovered from those two crafts. Of even greater 

significance was the discovery of a large number of human body parts stored within both 
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of these vehicles. A demon had reared its head and paranoia quickly took hold of 

everyone then "in the know." 

Majesticdocuments.com 
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Nelson Rockefeller (special asst for Cold War planning)  reorganized US Govt under 

IKE, and coordinated MJ12 activities as covert –CIA–black ops––and under “corporate 

control” so no politicians would know. Full autonomy. No temporary presidents to deal 

with. IKE agreed, reluctantly. 

Richard Bissel: Area 51, head of covert ops 

CIA had much less bureaucracy than the military for oversight of MJ12–– 

buried under U2 and OXCART/Aquatone programs by 1958, MJ12 and S4 were not 

answerable to the white house 

 

 

• Majestic-12 Documents 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_10.htm 

 

 

Majestic 12 (or MJ-12) code name of a secret committee of scientists, military leaders, 

and government officials, formed in 1947 by an executive order by U.S. President Harry 

S. Truman to facilitate recovery and investigation of alien spacecraft. 

In 1954, President Eisenhower signed the Secret Executive Order, "Order Number 54-

12". 

 

The National Security Council (NSC) called this group the "54-12" committee "which 

gave the President responsibility of approving all 'Black' covert projects." 

  

1947 Original members: 

  

 

Rear Admiral Roscoe Hillenkoetter  

First Director of Central Intelligence (1947-50). In 1960, he acknowledged there was a 

UFO cover-up.  

Dr Vannevar Bush  

Chairman of the Joint Research and Development Board (1945-49). Advisor to the 

President, and key player in atomic bomb development.  

James Forrestal  

First US Secretary Of Defense. In 1949 he had a mental breakdown and committed 

suicide (some conspiracy theorists believe he was murdered) replaced by General Walter 

Beddell Smith.  

Nathan Twining  

Commander of Air Materiel Command at Wright Field and later, Chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, the US's highest military position.  

General Hoyt Vandenberg  

Chief of Military Intelligence during World War II and second Director of Central 

Intelligence (1946-47).  

Dr Detlev Bronk  

Biophysicist. Head of the National Academy of Science, and Chairman of the Medical 

Advisory Board of the Atomic Energy Committee.  

Dr Jerome Hunsaker  
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Renowned aircraft designer and Chairman of the National Advisory Committee on 

Aeronautics.  

Rear Admiral Sidney Souers  

First Director of Central Intelligence (1946). Appointed first Executive Secretary 

of National Security Council in 1947.  

Gordon Gray  

Assistant Secretary of the Army. Became the National Security Advisor and Director of 

CIA's Psychological Strategy Board.  

Dr Donald Menzel  

Harvard Professor of Astrophysics, and debunker of UFOs. Held a Top Secret Ultra 

clearance and was a security advisor to several presidents.  

Major General Robert Montague  

Head of the Special Weapons Project at the Atomic Energy Commission at Albuquerque, 

New Mexico.  

Dr Lloyd Berkener  

Executive Secretary of the Joint Research and Development Board. Member of the CIA-

funded UFO Committee in 1950s. 

 

 
 

MAJIC:  Majority for Joint Intelligence Committee. 
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Note: Majestic 12. “Official Report” 

 In 1988, two FBI offices received similar versions of a memo titled “Operation Majestic-

12” claiming to be highly classified government document. The memo appeared to be a 

briefing for newly-elected President Eisenhower on a secret committee created to exploit 

a recovery of an extra-terrestrial aircraft and cover-up this work from public examination. 

An Air Force / FBI investigation determined the document to be a fake. 

 

May have been part of a slow, planned release of information 
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“Roswell” crashes (12 in all)  may have been a race of people/humans from 40,000 years 

into our future timeline, or a possible timeline. Timeline manipulation is common. 

In that timeline humans evolve into beings that dwell in deep underground bases / 

facilities, DUMBS. Possible reason for this “illegal” tech transfer may be to put Earth on 

a timeline for our 4-5th density ascension. Low frequency dark forces to be nullified. 

Balance is key.  (See U.S. Army Metaphysics Guide) 

 

MJ12  (PI-40)  Black hats vs. white hats on disclosure, fierce battle going on currently 

(2015)   70% confidence on disclosure. 

Key personnel in the ONI, NSA, DIA, CIA, HSI, NRO, INR, NGA, all at odds over 

disclosure protocol/permissions. 

 

 
 

 

 

MJ12 : PMP 
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• OPERATION MAJORITY 

CR-20M7/6.2 - FILE: MTR/K-25 MWC/JL - AFMWC/1972 USN 

 Operation Majority is the name of the operation responsible for every aspect, project 

and all consequence of Alien presence on Earth.   
Majesty was listed as the code word for the President of the United States for 

communications concerning this information.   
Operation Grudge contains 16 volumes of documented information collected from the 

beginning of the United States investigation of the Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) 

and Identified Alien Crafts (lACs). The project was funded by the CIA, (confidential 

funds, non-appropriated) and money from the illicit drug trade. Participation in the illegal 

drug trade was justified in that it would identify and eliminate the weak elements of our 

society. 

 The purpose of Project Grudge was to collect all scientific, technological, medical and 

intelligence information from UFO & IAC sightings as well as contacts with Alien Life 

Forms. This orderly file of collected information has been used to advance the United 

States Air Force Space Program, (TOP SECRET). 

  

Project Sign evolved PROJECT GRUDGE in December 1948. Project Grudge had an 

overt civilian overt counterpart named PROJECT BLUE BOOK, with which we are all 

familiar. Only "Safe" overt reports were passed to Blue Book. 

 

The activity is headed up by the following groups: 
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The Research and Development Board (R&DB)  

Air Force Research and Development (AFRD)  

The Office of Naval Research (ONR)  

CIA Office of Scientific Intelligence (CIA-OSI)  

NSA Office of Scientific Intelligence (NSA-OSI) 

No single one of these groups were supposed to know the whole story. 

  

Each group was to know only the parts that MJ-12 allowed them to know. MJ-12 also 

operates through the various civilian intelligence and investigative groups. The CIA and 

the FBI are manipulated by MJ-12 to carry out their purposes. 

  

The NSA was created in the first place to protect the secret of the recovered flying discs, 

and eventually got complete control over ail communication intelligence. 

  

This control allows the NSA to monitor any individual through mail, telephone, telexes, 

telegrams, and now through on-line computers, monitoring private and personal 

communications as they may desire. 

 

 

• THE 'MAJIC PROJECTS' 

 

 

 SIGMA is the project which first established communications with the Aliens and is still 

responsible for communications. 

 

 PLATO is the project responsible for Diplomatic Relations with the Aliens. This project 

secured a formal treaty (illegal under the U.S. Constitution) with the Aliens. 

The terms were that the Aliens would give us "our Government" technology and would 

not interfere in our History. In return we "our Government" agreed to keep their presence 

on Earth a secret, not to interfere in any way with their actions, and to allow them to 

abduct humans and animals.   
 

The Aliens agreed to furnish MJ-12 with a list of abductees on a periodic basis for 

Governmental control of their experiments with the abductees. 

 

AQUARIUS is the project which compiled the history of the Alien presence and 

interaction on Earth and the HOMO SAPIENS. 

See: 

http://www.siriusdisclosure.com/evidence/project-aquarius-documents/ 

 

Abstract: 

 

PROJECT AQUARIUS 

{TS/ORCON} {PROWORD:DANCE} Contains 16 volumes of documented information 

collected from the beginning of the United States Investigation of Unidentified Flying 
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Objects {UFOs} and Identified Alien Crafts {IAC}. The Project was originally 

established in 1953, by order of President Eisenhower, under control of NSC and MJ12. 

In 1966, the Project’s name was changed from Project Gleem to Project Aquarius. 

The Project was funded by CIA confidential funds {non-appropriated}. The Project was 

originally classified SECRET but was upgraded to its present classification in Dec 1969 

after Project Blue Book was closed. The purpose of Project Aquarius was to collect all 

scientific, technological, medical and intelligence information from UFO/IAC sightings 

and contacts with alien life forms. This orderly file of collected information has been 

used to advance the United States Space Program. 

{TS/ORCON} The proceeding briefing is an historical account of the United States 

Government’s investigation of Aerial Phenomenas, Recovered Alien Aircrafts and 

Contacts with Extraterrestrial Life Forms. 

PAGE 1 of 9 TOP SECRET  

 

 

GARNET is the project responsible for control of all information and documents 

regarding the Alien subjects and accountability of their information and documents 

 

PLUTO is a project responsible for evaluating all UFO and IAC information pertaining to 

Space technology. 

 

POUNCE project was formed to recover all downed and/or crashed craft and Aliens. This 

project provided cover stories and operations to mask the true endeavor, whenever 

necessary. Covers which have been used were crashed experimental Aircraft, 

Construction, Mining, etc. This project has been successful and is ongoing today. 

 

NRO is the National Recon Organization based at Fort Carson, Colorado. It's responsible 

for security on all Alien or Alien Spacecraft connected to the projects. 

 

DELTA is the designation for the specific arm of NRO which is especially trained and 

tasked with security of all MAJIC projects. It's a security team and task force from NRO 

especially trained to provide Alien tasked projects and LUNA security (also has the 

CODE NAME: "MEN IN BLACK"). This project is still ongoing. 

 

BLUE TEAM is the first project responsible for reaction and/or recovery of downed 

and/or crashed Alien craft and/or Aliens. This was a U.S. Air Force Material Command 

project. Became Alpha Teams in Project Pounce. 

 

SIGN is the second project responsible for collection of Intelligence and determining 

whether Alien presence constituted a threat to the U.S. National Security. SIGN absorbed 

the BLUE TEAM project. This was a U.S. Air Force and CIA project 

 

REDLIGHT was the project to test fly recovered Alien craft. This project was postponed 

after every attempt resulted in the destruction of the craft and death of the pilots. This 

project was carried out at AREA 51, Groom Lake, (Dreamland) in Nevada. Project 

Redlight was resumed in 1972. This project has been partially successful. UFO sightings 
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of craft accompanied by Black Helicopters are project Redlight assets. This project in 

now ongoing at Area 51 in Nevada 

 

SNOWBIRD was established as a cover for project Redlight A "Flying Saucer* type craft 

was built using conventional technology. It was unveiled to the PRESS and flown in 

public on several occasions. The purpose was to explain accidental sightings or 

disclosures of Redlight as having been the Snowbird crafts. This was a very successful 

disinformation operation. This project is only activated when needed. This deception has 

not been used for many years. This project is currently in mothballs, until it is needed 

again. 

 

BLUE BOOK was a U.S. Air Force, UFO, and Alien Intelligence collection and 

disinformation project. This project was terminated and its collected information and 

duties were absorbed by project Aquarius. A classified report named "Grudge/Blue Book, 

Report Number 13" is the only significant information derived from the project and is 

unavailable to the public, (from what I read before from other sources, this Report 

Number 13, talked about everything inside the Grudge history). 

 

 

 

• Creation of the NSA 

 

President Truman created the supersecret National Security Agency (NSA) by secret 

Executive order on November 4,1952. 

  

Its primary purpose was to decipher the alien communications, language, and establish a 

dialogue with the extraterrestrials. This most urgent task was a continuation of the earlier 

effort. Public and foreign surveillance was a secondary mission. 
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In brief, according to one expert, the NSA: 
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"Creates and supervises the cryptography of all U.S. Government agencies" and "it 

interprets, traffic-analyzes, and cryptanalyzes the messages of all other nations, friend as 

well as foe." 

It is the American Black Chamber reincarnated with the most highly sophisticated 

technology available, an estimated staff of 20,000 employees at its home base (Fort 

Meade, Maryland) with between 50,000 to 100,000 persons in its service overseas, and 

an annual budget thought to range between $1 and $1.2 billion. 

 According to best estimates, the National Security Agency is organized into three 

operating divisions - the Office of Production (code and cipher breaking), the Office of 

Communications Security (code and cipher production), and the Office of Research and 

Development (digital computing and radio propagation research, cryptanalysis, and 

development of communications equipment) - and supporting units for recruiting and 

hiring, training, and the maintenance of both physical and personnel security. 

 

 

The secondary purpose of the NSA was to monitor all communications and emissions 

from any and all electronic devices worldwide for the purpose of gathering intelligence, 

both human and alien, and to contain the secret of the alien presence. 

 The result was the formation of a secret ruling body which became known as  

The Bilderberger Group. 

 

 

 

• 1954 Meeting at Edwards AFB with President Eisenhower: 

 

 

On the night and early hours of February 20-21, 1954, while on a “vacation” to Palm 

Springs, California, President Dwight Eisenhower went missing and allegedly was taken 

to Edwards Air force base for a secret meeting. When he showed up the next morning at a 

church service in Los Angeles, reporters were told that he had to have emergency dental 

treatment the previous evening and had visited a local dentist. The dentist later appeared 

at a function that evening and presented as the ‘dentist’ who had treated Eisenhower. The 

missing night and morning has subsequently fueled rumors that Eisenhower was using 

the alleged dentist visit as a cover story for an extraordinary event. The event is possibly 

the most significant that any American President could have conducted: an alleged ‘First 

Contact’ meeting with extraterrestrials at Edwards Air Force base (previously Muroc 

Airfield), and the beginning of a series of meetings with different extraterrestrial races 

that led to a ‘treaty’ that was eventually signed. This astonishing First Contact event will 

experience its 50th anniversary on February 20-21, 2004. 

  

This paper explores the evidence that the First Contact meeting had occurred with 

extraterrestrials with a distinctive ‘Nordic’ appearance, the likelihood of an agreement 

having been spurned with this ‘Nordic race’, the start of a series of meetings that led to a 

treaty eventually being signed with a different extraterrestrial race dubbed the ‘Greys’, 

and the motivations of the different extraterrestrial races involved in these treaty 

discussions. The paper will further examine why these events were kept secret for so 
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long, the significance of the 50th anniversary of Eisenhower’s meeting with 

extraterrestrials, and whether an official disclosure announcement is likely in the near 

future. 

In 1953 Astronomers discovered large objects in space which were moving toward the 

Earth. It was first believed that they were asteroids. Later evidence proved that the 

objects could only be Spaceships. Project Sigma intercepted alien radio communications. 

When the objects reached the Earth they took up a very high orbit around the Equator. 

There were several huge ships, and their actual intent was unknown. Project Sigma, and a 

new project, Plato, through radio communications using the computer binary language, 

was able to arrange a landing that resulted in face to face contact with alien beings from 

another planet. Project Plato was tasked with establishing diplomatic relations with this 

race of space aliens. In the meantime a race of human looking aliens contacted the U.S. 

Government. This alien group warned us against the aliens that were orbiting the Equator 

and offered to help us with our spiritual development. They demanded that we dismantle 

and destroy our nuclear weapons as the major condition. They refused to exchange 

technology citing that we were spiritually unable to handle the technology which we then 

possessed. They believed that we would use any new technology to destroy each other. 

This race stated that we were on a path of self destruction and we must stop killing each 

other, stop polluting the Earth, stop raping the Earth's natural resources, and learn to live 

in harmony. These terms were met with extreme suspicion, especially the major condition 

of nuclear disarmament. It was believed that meeting that condition would leave us 

helpless in the face of an obvious alien threat. We also had nothing in history to help with 

the decision. Nuclear disarmament was not considered to be within the best interest of the 

United States. The overtures were rejected. 

The humanoid extraterrestrial race was not willing to enter into technology exchanges 

that might help weapons development, and instead was focused on spiritual development. 

Significantly, the overtures of these extraterrestrials were turned down. 

 

 

 

We then received our first alien 

ambassador from outer space. He was 

the hostage that had been left at the 

first landing in the desert. His name 

and title was His Omnipotent Highness 

Crilll or Krilll, pronounced Crill or 

Krill. (“Etherians”)  

Zeta Reticuli. Aka: “The Greys.” 

  

In the American tradition of disdain 

for royal titles he was secretly called 

Original Hostage Crlll, or Krlll. 

Shortly after this meeting President 

Eisenhower suffered a heart attack. 

Four others present at the meeting 

were Franklin Allen of the Hearst newspapers, Edwin Nourse of Brookings Institute, 
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Gerald Light of metaphysical research fame, and Catholic Bishop MacIntyre of Los 

Angeles. Their reaction was judged as a microcosm of what the public reaction might be. 

 

The treaty stated that the aliens would not interfere in our affairs and we would not 

interfere in theirs. 

  

We would keep their presence on earth a secret. They would furnish us with advanced 

technology and would help us in our technological development. They would not make 

any treaty with any other Earth nation. 

  

They could abduct humans on a limited and periodic basis for the purpose of medical 

examination and monitoring of our development, with the stipulation that the humans 

would not be harmed, would be returned to their point of abduction, would have no 

memory of the event, and that the alien nation would furnish Majesty Twelve with a list 

of all human contacts and abductees on a regularly scheduled basis. It was agreed that 

each nation would receive the ambassador of the other for as long as the treaty remained 

in force. It was further agreed that the alien nation and the United States would exchange 

16 personnel with the purpose of learning of each other. The alien "guests'' would remain 

on earth. The human "guests" would travel to the alien point of origin for a specified 

period of time, then return, at which point a reverse exchange would be made. 

The treaty was broken. Abductions were in the tens of thousands. 

Project Grenada. 

 

It was agreed that bases would be constructed underground for the use of the alien nation 

and that two bases would be constructed for the joint use of the alien nation and the 

United States Government. Exchange of technology would take place in the jointly 

occupied bases. 

  

These alien bases would be constructed under Indian reservations in the Four Corners 

area of Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona, and one would be constructed in an 

area known as Dreamland. Dreamland was built in the Mojave desert near, or in, a place 

called Yucca. 

  

Yucca Flat, or Yucca Proving Ground, but Yucca Valley is what I always seem to want to 

say. More UFO sightings and incidents occur in the Mojave desert of California than any 

other place in the world. 

  

So many, in fact, that no one even bothers to make reports. Anyone who ventures into the 

desert to talk to the residents will be astounded by the frequency of activity and with the 

degree of acceptance demonstrated by those who have come to regard UFOs as normal.  

  

All alien areas are under complete control of the Naval Department, according to the 

documents that I read. All personnel who work in these complexes receive their checks 

from the Navy through a subcontractor. The checks never make reference to the 

government or the Navy. Construction of the bases began immediately, but progress was 

slow. Large amounts of money were made available in 1957. 
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Work continued on the Yellow Book.  

 

 

 

• Trilateral Commission 

The Trilateralists existed secretly before 1973. The name of the Trilateral Commission 

was taken from the alien flag known as the Trilateral Insignia. Majesty Twelve was to 

survive right up to the present day. Under Eisenhower and Kennedy it was erroneously 

called the 5412 Committee, or more correctly, the Special Group. In the Johnson 

administration it became the 303 Committee because the name 5412 had been 

compromised in the book The Secret Government. 

 

Actually, NSC 5412/1 was leaked to the author to hide the existence of NSC 5410. Under 

Nixon, Ford, and Carter it was called the 40 Committee, and under Reagan it became the 

PI-40 Committee. 

 

The results of the alien threat research were Projects JOSHUA and EXCALIBUR.    
JOSHUA was a weapon captured from the Germans which was capable of shattering 4-

inch-thick armor plate at a range of two miles. It used aimed, low-frequency sound 

waves, and it was believed that this weapon would be effective against the alien craft and 

beam weapons. 

 

In the late 1980s, Project Joshua was finally completed. Another one of President 

Reagan's alien defense systems. 

 

EXCALIBUR was a weapon carried by missile not to rise above 30,000 feet above 

ground level (AGL), not to deviate from designated target more than 50 meters, able to 

would penetrate "1,000 meters of tufa, hard-packed soil such as that found in New 

Mexico," carry a one-megaton warhead, and intended for use in destroying the aliens in 

their underground bases. 

  

JOSHUA was developed successfully but never used, to my knowledge. EXCALIBUR 

was not pushed until recent years and now, we are told, there is an unprecedented effort 

to develop this weapon. 

  

 
 

http://exopolitics.org/Study-Paper-8.htm 

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_cooper11.htm 
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Eisenhower knew that he had to wrestle and beat the alien problem. He knew that he 

could not do it by revealing the secret to the Congress, Early in 1953 the new President 

turned to his friend and fellow member of the Council on Foreign Relations Nelson 

Rockefeller. Eisenhower and Rockefeller began planning the secret structure of alien-task 

supervision, which was to become a reality within one year. 

  

The idea for MJ-12 was thus born.   It was Nelson's uncle Winthrop Aldrich who had 

been crucial in convincing Eisenhower to run for President. The whole Rockefeller 

family and with them, the Rockefeller empire, had solidly backed Ike. 

  

Eisenhower belonged heart and soul to the Council on Foreign Relations and the 

Rockefeller family. Asking Rockefeller for help with the alien problem was to be the 

biggest mistake Eisenhower ever made for the future of the United States and maybe for 

humanity. 

  

Within one week of Eisenhower's election he had appointed Nelson Rockefeller chairman 

of a Presidential Advisory Committee on Government Organization. Rockefeller was 

responsible for planning the reorganization of the government, something he had 

dreamed of for many years. New Deal programs went into one single cabinet position 

called the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 

  

When the Congress approved the new Cabinet position in April 1953, Nelson was named 

to the post of Undersecretary to Oveta Culp Hobby. 

 

 

• Special Operations Coordinating Group: 

 

SOCG: 

Although there had been some covert U.S. operations in Indochina during Truman's 

administration, as set forth in NSC directives 10/2 and 10/5, which had been continued by 

Eisenhower, the approval of NSC 5412 on March 15, 1954, marked the official 

recognition and sanctioning of a much larger program of anti-Communist activities in 

Indochina and throughout the world. 

NSC 5412, "National Security Council Directive on Covert Operations," continued to be 

the U.S. Government's basic directive on covert activities until the Nixon administration's 

NSC 40 in 1970. 
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In December 1969, all the “Ultra Clearance” black projects were 100% fully privatized 

by President Nixon via national corporations: Boeing, Sandia, JPL, Rockwell, Northrup-

Grumman, IEEE, Lockheed-Martin, Bechtel, Bell Labs, etc. This was done so the US 

Govt., Joint Chiefs, and Congress can deny involvement in black project, black budget 

back-engineering of ET technology.  

(This was done partially in 1959 (25%) which then led to IKE’s famous MIC speech of 

1960––A WARNING) 

 

Possible that only “qualified” conservative Republican Presidents (MIC friendly) are 

given 90% access to MJ12 / COSMIC level info. (Nixon, Reagan, Bush 1 & 2) 

Others are given 25-30% of basic black intel only. 
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• False Flag OPS, (FFO): 

NSA, NRO: keep the public and media turned away from the important thing/ issue/event 

going on somewhere else, an old diversionary tactic. Fear based. 

 

• Camp Peary Va., near Williamsburg, Roswell ET still alive. 1951. 

 

 
 

• Wright Patterson AFB, UFO storage, crash debris. 

 

• IKE agreed to let ET’s abduct certain humans for DNA / cloning experiments in 

exchange for offworld technology. 1954 Edwards AFB meeting. The deal may have been 

broken by ET’s. Something went haywire. (Greys-Draco Reptilian) Bovine mutilation is 

related. 

 

 
• N. Grumman whistleblower: “Stealth tech, lasers, transistors, Teflon, carbon nanotubes, 

cling wrap, microchips, cell phones, ultrasound tech, carbon fiber, SCENAR device for 

medical use, graphene, Scalar radar and DEW weapons, and fiber optics are but some of 

the ET back-engineered technologies in the “public” sector. That is, out in the open. 

There is much profit made by corporations funded by the taxpayer.” 
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The most popularized one is the “Lightcraft” that is being developed in a joint effort 

between the USAF Research Lab (USAFRL), NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 

(MSFC), and the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI). This is a very interesting 

because is it a novel use of technology, reverse engineered from recovered UFO 

technology. This is a craft propelled by light from a ground based laser. It is an idea that 

is supposed to have been co-opted from technology developed for the Star Wars defense 

project back in the '80s. 

 
 

 

• Primary BLACK PROJECTS that our Covert Government has been involved in 

funding and committing resources to, including human resources over the years since 

“1954 EBE Technology Exchange Program” : 

  

1.  MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL including but not limited to: 

A.  Microwaves, Scaler waves, EMP and more 

B.  Programming through TVs, radios and internet, media 

C.  Programming through education, religious institutions etc. 

D.  Music and art forms (i.e. Rock music. See Peter Levenda for more on this) 

E.  CIA and NSA use of electronics, hypnosis, drugs, neural linguistics etc 

F.  Food and atmosphere alteration, additives, GMO 

G.  Chemtrails :  a vast program underway with many purposes 

H.  Drones & surveillance of all kinds 

 

 

2.  UNDERGROUND BASES AND CITIES 
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For use in the future and now in case of : 

A.  Nuclear winter/fallout 

B.  CMEs (Coronal Mass Ejections) or EMP (electro magnetic pulses – events from the 

Sun (super storms) 

C.  Labs:  to explore uses of and discovery of new technologies and to house and store 

those working on the discoveries of technologies and to store (hide) technologies and 

products of such from “the People” and other rival governments and ET races. 

D.  EARTH CHANGES:  To prepare and use as shelter in the advent of major Earth 

Changes involving Earthquakes, Meteor showers, Tsunamis, Volcanoes, High velocity 

Winds, Electromagnetic Storms, etc. 

E.  Prepare and shelter during POLE SHIFTS (magnetic) or POLE REVERSALS aka 

Day After Tomorrow scenario 

F.  INCOMING PLANETOIDS/ METEORS and ELE (extinction level events) 

G.  As a place to house all BLACK PROJECTS and the evidence thereof 

H.  To house and create or build:  ARMIES OF SUPER SOLDIERS (both human and 

non-human, androids, bio robots etc.  

 I.  To establish a secret military 

 J.  To build weapons and SPACE CRAFT for use in space travel and wars with various 

unfriendly ET races whether visiting or terrestrial both undersea and in residence here on 

Earth surface or underground. 

 K.  For experimentation on Humans including but not limited to MIB abductions 

working in collusion with Grey ETs.  Farming of human body parts and fluids to “feed” 
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reptilian ETs and reptilian based races such as some Greys. (see Dulce material for more 

on this). 

  

3.  WARFARE :  Building weapons for space war, starwars, biowarfare, satellite grids, 

nanotech, nano satellite grids operated by an A.I. involving SKYNET (a centralized A.I. 

possibly known as MOTHER) for use in ALL OF THE ABOVE in other words in MIND 

CONTROL, WEATHER WARS, WARS WITH INVADING AND RESIDING 

HOSTILE RACES both human, ET or off worlders (who may look human or not) or who 

may temporarily takeover a human vessel for use etc. For more on this also see : Anthony 

Sanchez, Project Leonid. 

 

Note: (Elon Musk, Stephen Hawking, Steve Wozniak Say No To “Skynet”, Call For A.I. 

Weapons Ban)––International Business Times, July 27, 2015 

 

  

4.  SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH   (Into all of the above). 

  

Abstract: 

From a report issued by Bill Cooper with regard to a person who contacted him: 

He showed me a military I.D. card from Fort Carson and another with a strange checker 

board design on it. He said he had a Super Top Secret clearance and worked as a 

laboratory assistant in southwestern Colorado associated with the Delta Group out of Fort 

Carson. 

He witnessed cryogenic experimentation going on with human beings. This 

experimentation was conducted by both ‘aliens’ and some Super Secret intelligence 

group. Some high ranking military and scientific personnel were taken down to cryogenic 

temperatures through a process of draining their blood and pumping a chemical mixture 

into the circulatory system to prevent cell destruction during the freezing and thawing 

periods. 

The ‘aliens’ were the only ones who knew the mixture formula and the gradual thawing 

process. They at first refused to give the formula and process to the scientific team, and 

threatened to leave the above mentioned personnel in that cryogenic state forever unless 

the scientists cooperated on some certain  issues.”  — from THE DULCE PROTOCOL 

by Robert K. Teske. 

  

  

5.  BUILDING & HOUSING SPACE CRAFT… based on ET technology NOT available 

in the public sector.  Some of these craft are spotted and called UFOs but they are 

actually “ours” as opposed to craft flown by visiting races. TR3B. 
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6.  TIME TRAVEL/Looking Glass tech – altering TIME LINES for humanity, “Project 

Looking Glass”, traveling from planet to planet or dimensional travel.  Dealing with races 

from other galaxies… and more.  For example, the Mars we see and the Mars that the 

Secret Space Program is “jumping to” is a 4th Dimensional Mars.  They are entering via 

a portal on surface Mars which takes them to a Mars with green grass etc.  Terraformed 

and welcoming to humans. 

 

Note: ET’s can live on planets that seem inhospitable if they do it in a higher dimension 

than 4th. 

  

7.  VIEWING & PREDICTING THE FUTURE – in order to prepare for and/or alter it 

(see time travel) PROJECT PEGASUS. 

  

8.  LONGEVITY & GENETICS :  cures for cancer and other diseases, prolonging life 

and all the possible ways of genetically enhancing the human as well as creating whole 

new species etc.  Dulce base in NM and work with certain races of Greys to create a 

Grey-human hybrid to repopulate the Earth going forward (after the Earth changes?) and 

other genetic re-engineering of the human genome to build a better, faster more advanced 

race of humans (Humanity 2.0). 

  

9.  SUPER SOLDIER PROGRAM :  training children and young men and women to be 

spies and secret agents as well as soldiers to fly the craft and fight hostile off and on 

planet races and beings that they designate as “the enemy” as well as to police individuals 

and the rest of the masses.  Projects MONARCH / IBIS / TALENT 

  

10.  SOUL RETRIEVAL AND TRANSFERENCE (SRT) :  Procuring “souls”, 

electromagnetic aura intelligence field,  (EAIF) from bodies and putting them into stasis 

and then into new bodies for temporary duty. Clones, bio-androids etc. using Grey 

technology. (Illegal practice deemed by Galactic Council) 

  

11.  TERRAFORMING EARTH FOR A NEW SPECIES.  There is substantial evidence 

that the Chemtrails program is part of an ongoing effort to change our atmosphere.  This 

includes intentionally created events such as FUKUSHIMA.   Such orchestrated events 
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involve a release of radiation that could have a significant affect on the amount of cancer 

in the population in years to come as well as the GULF OIL SPILL creating a more 

methane-like environment more conducive to certain races of Greys and Reptilians.  

The increase in the number of children with Autism is a case in point.  There is evidence 

that radiation exposure by parents leads to a high incidence of Autism in 

children.  Autism is especially prized by the Secret Space Program because Autistic 

Children test have a greater predisposition for being “pre-cogs” (ability to see into the 

future and predict events). 

  

 

• Stealth craft, black triangle TR-3B Astra: 

 

                     
 

The TR3-B does not depend solely or principally on its hydrogen-oxygen rockets. It is a 

highly reduced-gravity aerospace craft manufactured in secret "black programs" by 

Humans. The antigravity field produced reduces the vehicles weight by about 90% so that 

very little thrust is required to either 

keep it aloft or to propel it at Mach 9 

speeds, or higher. (Newer replacement 

designation unknown, 2015) (TR4A) 

(?) 

   Phoenix AZ 

 

The TR-3B vehicle's outer coating is 

electro-chemical reactive and changes 

with electrical RF Radar stimulation 

and can change reflectiveness, radar 

absorptiveness, and color. This is also 
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the first US vehicle to use quasi-crystals in the vehicle's skin. This polymer skin, when 

used in conjunction with the TR-3Bs Electronic Counter Measures and, ECCM, can make 

the vehicle look like a small aircraft, or a flying cylinder - or even trick radar receivers 

into falsely detecting a variety of aircraft, no aircraft, or several aircraft at various 

locations.  

 

A circular, plasma filled accelerator ring called the Magnetic Field Disrupter (MFD), 

surrounds the rotatable crew compartment and is far ahead of any imaginable technology. 

Sandia and Livermore laboratories developed the reverse engineered MFD technology. 

The plasma, mercury based, is pressurized at 250,000 atmospheres at a temperature of 

150 degrees Kelvin, and accelerated to 50,000 rpm to create a super-conductive plasma 

with the resulting gravity disruption [reduction of almost all of the pull of gravity and 

effects of inertia].  

 

The MFD generates a magnetic vortex field, which disrupts or neutralizes the effects of 

gravity on mass within proximity, by 89 percent. The MFD creates a disruption of the 

Earth's gravitational field upon the mass within the circular accelerator. The mass of the 

circular accelerator and all mass within the accelerator, such as the crew capsule, 

avionics, MFD systems, fuels, crew environmental systems, and the nuclear reactor, are 

reduced by 89%. The current MFD in the TR-3B causes the effect of making the vehicle 

extremely light, and able to outperform and outmaneuver any craft yet constructed - 

except, of course, those back-engineered total-antigravity craft which the government 

does not admit exist. 

 

 • MILAB:   Military Abductions 

Some are faked for OpSec purposes. 

Some are done with the Greys.  

 

 

• The XH-75D or XH Shark antigravity silent operation helicopter is manufactured by 

Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical Corporation of San Diego (now part of Northrop-

Grumman). USAF Colonel Steve Wilson reported that many of these XH-75Ds were 

assigned to the Delta/National Reconnaissance Organization Division which retrieves 

downed UFOs. That Division is also implicated in mutilating cattle as a psychological 

warfare program on the American public, to try to get citizens to fear and hate 

extraterrestrials through assuming that aliens are the ones cutting up the cattle. The XH-

75D is also used in MILABS kidnappings of innocent civilians, who are drugged, 

hypnotized, and flown off in these silent antigravity craft and given the impression that 

they are aboard a “flying saucer.” Colonel Wilson USAF leaked the existence of the XH-

75D “Shark.” 
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(2021 updated image) 

 

If the black-budget scientists keep 

advancing along these lines, we 

could foresee the day when a fleet 

of Air Force craft suddenly “cease 

to exist” on the air base runway 

and instantly appear at 35,000 feet 

altitude over a target city halfway 

around the globe, using quantum 

principles of Non-locality and 

Entanglement.  

America has used its enormous 

wealth to become the global 

super-power. The TAW-50 is but 

one example of its exotic, 

unnecessarily proliferative, and 

highly-destructive arsenal. The 

world awaits the day when 

America finds its soul, and pays more attention to matters of spirit, mind, and 

metaphysical development, and withdraws from its addiction to war toys.  

 

It has been said that if the American people knew what the military had in their arsenal 

today, they wouldn't believe it, and would think that someone was fantasizing about a 

George Lucas “Star Wars” movie episode. That’s on purpose by the CIA. 

But it's not science-fiction. The future is already here.  

 

The implications of these advanced antigravity craft, back-engineered by humans, are 

several. All of the antigravity technology is in the control of the organization conducting 

the UFO Cover-Up. This organization is so heavily infiltrated by Cabal types that Dr. 

Michael Wolf regretfully concluded that the Cabal had effective control of it. He should 

know; he was a high member of that Special Studies Group, [formerly MJ-12 ], buried 

within the National Security Council. (PI-40) 

Dr Wolf worked with the late Carl Sagan, served as a Scientific Consultant to Presidents, 

was a member of the Satellite Government, helped develop Zero Point Energy, served in 

the Air Force and was a member (head) of the Alphacom Team. 

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_wolf04.htm 

 

Since the “Cabal” effectively control the development and special uses of these craft, 

there remains a very high danger that the Cabal will use its growing antigravity fleet to 

try to repel the Star Visitors and even conduct Space War. Elements within the U.S. Air 

Force and the Naval Space Command are making preparations for such a Space War. 

 

 

• Hiding in Plain Sight – A Note on Secrecy 
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It is also useful to also understand that Black Projects also exist and are worked on above 

ground in plain sight (hidden in plain sight) in addition to being underground.  They can 

be found compartmentalized in corporations with well known names such as BOEING, 

(defense industry), WESTINGHOUSE, MERCK, MONSANTO and countless others 

including NASA, JPL and think tanks such as TAVISTOCK in the UK and RAND in the 

U.S. 

 

Many seemingly above board public domain projects within companies are operated 

using the ‘layers of the onion’ concept to disguise them from prying eyes.  The Hadron 

Super Collider is one such project.  The conventional purpose of this experiment is a 

cover for a massive time travel, timeline operation.  Finding the CERN “God Particle” is 

also highly significant and widely misunderstood and ignored.  According to a source this 

new find allows mankind to actually create all matter and even worlds, that is holograms 

far beyond what is currently conceptualized or dreamed of. 

The universe is said to be a complex hologram of matter/consciousness reality. 

This, then, is the scale and complexity of the terrain we are dealing with when we look at 

the BLACK PROJECTS / SECRET SPACE PROGRAM. 

  

 

• The possible Controllers and the Future of Earth: 

  

None of the above, as part of the Black Projects black hole is under the purview or 

control of the “surface government” or elected officials.  Therefore, it is obvious that the 

people have no say in how the monies brought in from drugs or through front 

organizations such as PUREHEART and its many subsidiaries or by other clandestine 

methods. For example, human trafficking or gun running, are used, to say nothing of the 

fraud and outright stealing that goes on within this framework when interfacing with 

surface companies and individuals also known as the “topsiders”, “sheeple” and by other 

derisive terms.  
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Note:  The psychology of those who are dealing in both worlds, coming from an 

“advanced civilization” to deal with the “sheep” or “useless eaters” doubtless results in 

attitudes of supreme arrogance and even pity. The impact upon families and the surface 

society can only be imagined at this point. 

  

As a result, over the years, this organization, this hidden world has become in essence a 

CIVILIZATION that is feeding off of the surface world but not responsible to it.  And in 

some cases it is highly likely that members of this rogue group never even interact with 

the surface government or establishment.  It follows no laws but its own and reports to no 

one save its Masters be they human or nonhuman. 

  

What is important from the perspective of grasping what is going on is understanding that 

everything that is operating above ground is ultimately run by and in service to and 

overseen by, a group who are creating and building a world that in most cases, you and 

your families are not going to benefit from or even participate in.  

In fact, as it is becoming obvious, the ROGUE CIVILIZATION is deciding your future 

without asking or consulting you.  They are making decisions that concern you every day, 

and you have no vote and no say.  They have plans that involve the health and well being 

of every human on the planet and are deciding which bloodlines on Earth will live and 

which will die. 

  

 

• US time-space exploration program, Project Pegasus.  

DARPA Aegis. Teleportation. 

 

 

 

 

 

The U.S. government 

has had Tesla-based 

quantum access time travel technology for over 40 years. Time travel technology has 

been weaponized with its principal impacts to date being for the sequestration in time 

loops of secret military installations, such as U.S. secret bases on Mars, political control 

of the human population, political surveillance, and attempted imposition of a 

catastrophic timeline on humanity by withholding or manipulating information about 

future events. 

 

Confirmation of U.S.’ use of Tesla-based time travel technology 

Two independent whistleblowers from the U.S. national security state have come forward 

with congruent, sophisticated, and extensive insider accounts of their experiences with 

Tesla-based time travel technology developed by the U.S. Department of Defense. 

Mars colony eyewitness Michael Relfe is a whistleblower and a former member of the 

U.S. armed forces who, in 1976, was recruited as a permanent member of the secret Mars 

colony. In 1976 (Earth time), he teleported to the Mars colony and spent 20 years as a 

permanent member of its staff. In 1996 (Mars time), Mr. Relfe was time-travelled via 
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teleportation and age-regressed 20 years, landing back at a U.S. military base in 1976 

(Earth time). He then served six years in the U.S. military on Earth before being 

honorably discharged in 1982. 

 

 

"Chrononauts" — Andrew D. Basiago and William Brett Stillings have come forth and 

named President Obama as one of their own, along with the current head of DARPA, 

Regina Dugan. 

 

William B. Stillings 

Admiral Stansfield Turner 

Major Ed Dames 

DoD Rep., D. Rumsfeld 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) Former Department of 

Defense (DoD) scientist Arthur Neumann, who has testified 

publicly that he teleported to a U.S. facility on Mars for DoD 

project meetings. (DoD Issuance 41-988) 

 

(3) Laura Magdalene Eisenhower, great-granddaughter of U.S. President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower, who in 2007 refused a covert attempt to recruit her into what was described 

to her as a secret U.S. colony on Mars. 

 

Mars researchers, including physicist David Wilcock, estimate that as a result of the 

“jump room” technology that Relfe, Basiago, Neumann, and Stillings have described, the 

U.S. colony on Mars that Eisenhower was invited to join might number 500,000 

individuals. 

 

Project Pegasus  

(Tesla achieved it 1st, “Tesla Teleportation” His notes were confiscated when he died in 

1945 by the FBI) Dr. Dan Burisch, Area-51. 
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  Nixon 

 

   Rumsfeld 

 

   McCone 
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  Dr. Agnew 

 

• DARPA aegis 

• Edison Research Labs 

• IEEE 

• Curtis-Wright 

• ITT Defense  

• John A. McCone, DCI 

• D. Rumsfeld, DOD point man: “Time Portal is military only” 

• Dr. Harold M. Agnew, director LANL  (Fermi was mentor) Los Alamos. 

• Robert Beckwith (engineering) 

• Dr. Sterling Colgate, NMIST, plasma confinement chamber, physical time travel in 

1972: 

 

Stirling Auchincloss Colgate was an American physicist at Los Alamos National 

Laboratory , LANL, and a professor emeritus of physics, past president at the New 

Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology (New Mexico Tech) from 1965–1974, and 

an heir to the Colgate toothpaste family fortune.  He was America's premier diagnostician 

of thermonuclear weapons during the early years at the Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory in California. While much of his involvement with physics is still highly 

classified, he made many contributions in the open literature including physics education 

and astrophysics. 

He was a student at the Los Alamos Ranch School when the site was chosen for use in 

the Manhattan Project, and he describes the visits of J. Robert Oppenheimer and other 

project leaders. Mr. Colgate left Los Alamos to go to college and study physics, later 

working with many of the renowned scientists from the project. ––Atomic Heritage 

Foundation 
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  Dr. Colgate 

 

 • Iran-Contra style independent financing, no Congressional oversight 

• Major Ed Dames, Mars Jump room, “High Psi Disinfo Ploy”, military Remote Viewing 

• Colgate Palmolive funded Pegasus, shell entity  (Mr. Colgate) 

• R.V. requires time travel tech (–remote viewing) 

 

 
 

See: 

http://informationfarm.blogspot.com/2009/09/andrew-basiago-conversation.html 

 

Abstract: 

“This time training, he said, culminated in 1981, when, as a 19-year-old, he teleported to 

Mars, first by himself after being prepared for the trip by CIA officer Courtney M. Hunt, 

and then a second time in the company of Hunt. Both trips, Mr. Basiago said, were made 

via a “jump room” located at a CIA facility at 999 North Sepulveda Boulevard, El 

Segundo, California just south of and across the street from the Los Angeles International 

Airport. The apparent purpose of the trips to Mars was to familiarize him with Mars 
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because the CIA knew of his destiny pertaining to publicly establishing the fact that Mars 

is an inhabited planet and deemed it important that he visit Mars and experience its 

conditions first-hand.” 

 

 

• DARPA had five reasons for involving American school children in such new, 

dangerous, and experimental activities in 1968. 

 

The Department of Defense wanted to test the mental and physical effects of teleportation 

on children.  

 

Project Pegasus needed to use children because the holograms created by the 

chronovisors would collapse when adults stood within them. 

 

The children were “tabula rasa” and would tend to see things during the time probes that 

adults would tend to miss.  

 The children were trainees who upon growing up would serve in a covert time-space 

program under DARPA that would operate in tandem with the overt & covert space 

program under NASA.  

 

The program sponsors found that after moving between time lines, adult time travelers 

were often becoming insane, and it was hoped that by working with gifted and talented 

children from childhood, the US government might create an adult cadre of 

“Chrononauts” capable of dealing with the psychological effects of time travel. 

 

1968:  100 Brazilian children (homeless street urchins) sacrificed to test the 1st Gen. 

Equipment. Some are still alive today. (Brazilian Govt. permission attained) 

“Secrecy at all costs.” 

 

 

• The “Galileo curriculum” included both conventional subjects in science and 

classified ones not generally taught to mainstream students, for example, the derivation of 

the different quantum access technologies that we were exposed to in Project Pegasus. 

The classified Yellow Book lectures, held at an ESSO night school in Convent Station, 

NJ, were about the history of our civilization's interaction with ETs since Ancient Sumer 

in 3,000 BC and were derived from the US government's modern interactions with ETs. 

 

The classified science topics that we were educated about in the “Galileo” curriculum on 

the “tachistoscopes” included the origin, structure and function of the “quantum access” 

technologies that we were involved with in the program, including the Montauk chair, the 

Teleporter, and the Chronovisor. The Yellow Book lectures presented an overview of the 

history of human contact with the Grays. The topics included extraterrestrial intervention 

in Ancient Sumer in 3,000 BC, when the Grays assisted humanity in re-emerging as a 

civilization following the Atlantis/Lemuria decline after the solar system catastrophe of 

10,500 BC, the Roswell Incident of 1947, and the Betty and Barney Hill Incident of 

1961.” 
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New Jersey and New Mexico were selected for the locations between which we were 

teleporting because they had been inhabited for many hundreds of years, NJ by the Lenni 

Lenape tribe and NM by its Spanish settlers. It was presumed that there would be people 

in those locations to assist us in the event that we did not arrive in Santa Fe in “real time” 

but instead were “Lost in Time.” ~Andrew Basiago 

 

   

• Northrup B-2 Spirit. Conventional 

jet. Orbital capable. Antigravitic 

mass reduction. Serves USAF 

manned satellites. 

 

• CIA intel program to start “remote 

sensing in time” contingency 

planning for future events, not to 

change them. MKULTRA 

Ingo Swann was a famous psychic 

that remote viewed the moon and its ET bases. 

(All humans have the ability.) 

 

• “Vortal teleportation”: Ex:  stealth bombers (B-2), (supersonic capability unnecessary) 

select stealth Navy ships (USS Zumwalt)–– very expensive to build and equip. (Saves 

fuel / time to target / crew fatigue a factor / maintenance costs). 

 

 
 

USS Zumwalt 

(Special Note: Admiral Zumwalt lived with Secnav John W. Warner on S. St NW in 

Wash DC for a year in 1972. All of this tech is why in my view. ––JWW) 

 

• Chronovision, 1952, flat screen, father Pellegrino Ernetti, (Black Friars, Vatican Bank) 

Enrico Fermi  (Catholic Milan University, harmonics of healing Gregorian Chants)  

By 1972 it was 4th dimensional (surrounds the individual, full immersion) 
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• 16mm Milspec film of Palestine Crucifixion, (Sandia Labs 1974), resurrection with 2 

men and flash of blue light in crypt. (“Jesus” an ET emissary) U. S. Army Signal Corps / 

DoD.  

 

• The Vatican routinely tasks various countries, UK, USA, Canada, Australia, for black 

time travel projects. All about funding priorities. Vatican Bank launders much black area 

cash for UK, USA, Germany. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4LJLrRaGCE 

 

 

• Project Pegasus Uses, primary: 

 

Gifted & Talented classroom kids, “Proj. Talent.” 

“Quantum access”   

“Ethical dimensions” 

“Chronovision” 

“Hologram agents” 

“Maintain operational security” OPSEC 

Revelatory findings, (DoD Cr-098) 

Military personnel on target anywhere, anytime, Black OP, MILAB 

Intel gathering, NRO, NSA, CIA, ONI  (All 13 Intel) 

PSY OPS 

Main Contractors: 

 

Ralph M. Parsons Co.  (Built Yanbui in Arabia)  

process engineering/DoD contractor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Remote Viewing:  ex: John McCain, Hanoi Hilton  

(1971) 

 

• Blank Slate Technology, or BST  

A form of time travel that enables the re-write of history at what are called “intervention 

points.” Intervention points are the causal energy centers that create a major event like 

the break-up of the Soviet Union or the NASA space program. (Tech infusion) BST is the 

most advanced technology and clearly anyone who is in possession of BST, can defend 

themselves against any aggressor. (Project Looking Glass) 
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• Spinning (spiral) 33rpm, out of body astral time trip  (Dervish style)  “The Matrix” a 

new reality.  (1970).  Dervishes in Turkey spin to achieve psychic interdimensional 

awareness via ancient torsion field methods. Form of high performance meditation. 

 

• The Montauk Chair:  magnetic transducer, future probe, live the moment, pre-

experience, “psychic driving”, Magnetic Solarplexis 3rd Chakra Device, (MS3CD) where 

persons locate their localized timespace, CPU underneath chair, syncopated tone used, 

TV monitor, docent over shoulder as “Handler.” DoD Aegis. 

 

• Teleporter:  tunnel, uninjured personnel only. 

 

• Chronovisor:  once used for 16mm films (military cameramen) of past events ( Ex: 

1777 Constitution in Philadelphia) (US ARMY Advance Projects) 

–––a portal is then inserted for record team extraction. 

 

• Advanced Chrono:  alternate timelines, environmental suits required, O2 issues. 

 

• Stargate:  black gate, 30ft high, blue doorway, “Tesla Tunnel”, 30 seconds travel time, 

(chronometer required) negative O2, used primarily from 1972-1985 to retrieve 

encrypted microfilm info on future  (2045-on) in special canisters, present day 

microwave towers used as beacons for future / past jumps, locators. 

 

• Plasma Confinement Chamber: A large Lucite box, (Timelab, East Hanover NJ) 

emits radioactive plasma, local wormhole. (LM) 

   

• Quantum synchronicity:  help from descendants of messages (Gideon Wells OP) 

going back to meet yourself is danger to OPSEC. But 2 people at different times in their 

lives can be useful for intel.  (ex: father and son) (“age displacement.”) 

 

Psyche and matter exist in one and the same world, and each partakes of the other, 

otherwise any reciprocal action would be impossible. If research could only advance far 

enough, therefore, we would arrive at an ultimate agreement between physical and 

psychological concepts.  --(Jung, 1964) 

 

The Basics of Quantum Theory: 

 

In order to truly understand what is happening at a sub-atomic level when we think of 

someone or when we feel the lightness of love for another; we must first bridge the gap 

between the micro-world and the macro-world. This is much easier said than done, 

because the micro-world operates under significantly different laws. String Theory states 

that our universe is made up of tiny little string particles and waves. These strings are the 

building blocks of the universe we experience, and make up the multiverse and the 12 

dimensions that exist in the multiverse.  

 

It was in 1935, that Albert Einstein and his coworkers discovered quantum entanglement 

lurking in the equations of quantum mechanics, and came realized how “spooky” and 
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strange it truly was. This lead to the EPR paradox introduced by Einstein, Poldolsky and 

Rosen. The EPR paradox stated that the only ways of explaining the effects of quantum 

entanglement were to assume the universe is nonlocal, or that the true basis of physics is 

hidden (also known as a hidden-variable theory). What nonlocality means in this case, is 

that events occurring to entangled objects are linked even when the events cannot 

communicate through spacetime having the speed of light as a limiting velocity. 

Nonlocality is also known as spooky action at a distance (Einstein’s famous phrase for 

describing the phenomenon). 

 

 Rosen and Poldolsky 

 

 

• Jump Room:  VIP transport, Mars 

base, “Luna-1” Moon facility, 

Phobos, etc.  

AKA “Corridor.” 

LOC, Lunar Operations Command 

is current designation. 

 

• Children (Project Talent)  

“Viewees”  Time cadets destined 

for Naval Academy via D. 

Rumsfeld.  

 

• Baseline understanding: physical tests, (adults coughed and disrupted time jump) 

 

• ID future presidents: Carter #1, Bush, Bush 2, Clinton, Obama, all appraised of it 

beforehand.  (MJ / COSMIC / ULTRA clearance required for access. 

 

Noted insights using Pegasus: 

 

• Egyptian Pyramids: are in actuality hydraulic pulse generators, shafts in queens 

chamber, hydrogen gas, microwave energy beam. Certain varieties of stone have a 

vibrational frequency when coupled to the Earth’s magnetic grid. Atmospheric power 

source. Capstones were made of special alloy. They were never tombs. No Hieroglyphics 

inside. Sarcophagus was filled with a liquid chemical. Communication equipment tech. 

Hologram portal for priest initiates. Telluric energy for agriculture. (Pegasus Intel, 1975) 

The Washington Monument has an aluminum alloy capstone. (Masonic practice) 

 

 

• Project Looking Glass 

Description by Dr. Daniel Burisch / Bill Hamilton 

Area S4, Groom Lake 

ET technical advisor “J-Rod”  
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(Note:  all timespace occurs at once. Time as a concept only exists for us in the 3rd 

density as “linear time”) 

 

Below illustrations: 

• MAJ  = Majestic clearance level 

• Artificial Stargate – “ERB Access Unit OP” 
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Abstract: 

 

“With regard to LG (Looking Glass): As I understand it, this device (at least 3 to 4 years 

ago) could not focus on a detailed sequence of activities in the future. In other words, you 

could not see exactly what would happen, like a series of events. I was told to consider 

the multiverse idea combined with work by Richard Gott on cosmic strings. The 

multiverse apparently is accessed when the forward mode is set. I was also told to 

consider the views provided by LG as one of many potential realities (at least in the 

future view mode). 

 

I have also been told that recently there has been an effort made to outfit videotape 

recorders to be sent forward through the apparatus, thereby allowing the dark project 

people to gain some insight into what may take place. 

 

When I heard about this several questions came to my mind. The most pressing of which 

was: if a camera were sent forward in time/space, would it be able to record anything 

other than what was immediately in front of its lens? I mean, what if LG were located in 

the middle of the Groom Lake facility, and the operators wanted to gain insight into the 

outcome of a conflict, say in the Middle East. How could a videotape recorder, set to 

record what was right in front of its lens at that location gather any data on the Middle 

East if it were still stuck in the middle of the Mojave desert when it got to the future? 

Hell, something important could be happening right behind the camera and it would miss 

it - a couple of degrees change in camera direction allows one set of events to be seen 

while another set is completely overlooked, much less events half a world away. 
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To answer this question, my contact was not specific, saying only that cameras did not 

move, as mass does not change in its perspective to space time. However, such an item 

placed into the injected atmosphere, might experience a different time, if only briefly. 

And cameras could film within the gas or see images in the injected atmosphere as 

though it were a lens reflecting events in and around the column. I was given to 

understand that the tilt or positioning of the electromagnets would allow different views 

or positions in the environment to be reflected in the gas column. 

 

(I feel confident that at least two rings of electromagnets are employed and that the rest of 

the device is composed of a barrel and the gas* Argon, injected into the barrel. (Two 

different sources have indicated that these are the basic components.) These magnets spin 

in different directions, creating a charge of some kind. Then the gas is injected into the 

barrel. Depending on the direction of the spin (I am sure speed and tilt and a bunch of 

other factors must also have an effect) time space can be warped forward or backwards 

by long or short distances relative to the present. I have reason to believe that the 

scientists have completed a map of the exact positions and speeds of the magnets 

necessary to reach targeted times both forward and back.) 

 

Apparently, images of the events at different places, relative to the location of the device 

can be picked up and in essence reflected off the gas, causing it to behave like a 

teleprompter or crystal ball, for lack of a better example. But I am not entirely sure that 

mass does not move, or that mass is not affected. Since I was also told many years ago 

about an experiment that went very wrong in the early years of the LG project, involving 

a test subject of some kind. As I understand it there was significant movement of mass 

during that experiment, and it ended up with a rather gruesome death for the poor test 

subject. (I originally thought it was a test monkey, but I found out that there were many 

test subjects that got sent through, so I am not certain what kind was involved in the 

experiment that went bad. However, in my typical reverse-logic search for corollaries, 

this tells me that there must have been many test subjects that made it through just fine. 

So I am certain that any errors that were made or any miscalculations have long since 

been corrected). 

 

 

Additional LG notes: 

 

––The future: you must understand free will. Everyone has it. Every time you use free 

will, you choose a path. Time is cyclical. Time is not linear. Past, present, and future all 

happen at once and are ever-changing. Change is the only constant in the cosmos. 

 

––Most ET’s don’t understand our meaning of “Time.” They say it doesn’t exist. 

We see it as a moving hour glass of sand. They see it as an infinite desert that continually 

changes. 
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––The failed boffins brought in Navy Seal Bill Wood as a ringer to try and change it 

because he was part of the timeline # 1 “hippy/consciousness change” crew. It didn’t 

work.  

 

––In nature both sides are present. Yin, Yang. Good / evil. Light/dark. Positive/neg. 

 

––Everything that’s fear-based is part of THE GAME, the illusion, the deception. 

 

––Jefferson letter: “The tree of liberty is watered by the blood of patriots.” 

ETs helped Jefferson draft the US Constitution. ETs present at Declaration signing. 

 

––Many American Founding Fathers were Masons, they had secret knowledge from 

above. They had been given messages from ET sources.  Egyptian / Giza Intelligences 

information. (God to them, Gods to the ancients)  Probable ongoing contact today. 

(OPSEC a priority.) 

 

 

• For the new America (New Atlantis) in 1791: 

George Washington and the “Angel” at Valley Forge. ET contact, future timeline. 

Pleiadians. 

 

End slavery 

New Atlantis 

Freedom, free will 

Racial equality 

Harmony, universal 

Education 

Enlightenment / Ascension / back to 11th density road of travel 

Agrarianism (Mother Earth biosphere) 

See: Cincinnati Society in DC 

 

 

• Bill Wood, Project Looking Glass: 

Says that the MJ12 dons used “Looking Glass” and found out that no matter what you 

messed around with, an inevitable future scenario happened no matter what. That’s the 

THE BIG SECRET.  Timeline convergence inevitable. ––#1 and #2. 

 

Q: How do we fix it? 

Classified DoD Super Computer (similar to:  VULCAN ––Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory) used to troubleshoot, no dice, every outcome the same 

Timeline contraction happened in 2012 

Evolution of consciousness will happen…massive lies will be outed. End of Illuminati 

and the industrial MIC. They will prolong the game if they can. (?) 
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• Vulcan 

 

Vulcan is one of the 

largest, most capable 

computational resources 

available in the U.S. for 

industrial collaborators. 

This prodigious 

unclassified 

supercomputer is shared 

by the M&IC and ASC programs, with 1.5 of its 5 peta FLOPS directly supporting 

NNSA’s mission to enhance U.S. economic competitiveness. Partners access Vulcan, 

whether for open, publishable science or business-sensitive and proprietary research, 

through the High Performance Computing Innovation Center. HPCIC. 

 

• Our 3rd density reality is just a fear-based GAME. The human race needs “College 

courses”, or multiple reincarnational lives before ascension into 5th density. Higher 

dimensions require further education and spiritual growth. This is standard procedure in 

the universe. But there is much ET involvement, so in reality it’s not a game per se. 

 

• What we believe to be true will come true. If we don’t buy into that fear, we will make 

the convergence happen naturally. Beginning of new reality. 

 

• Taught telepathy by 40K+ grey, “J-Rod”, many layers simultaneously, fast comm, push 

bandwidth higher, sense deception, all is clear. (Burisch) 

 

• BUD/S training: secret program, not allowed to fail, keep secrets, some teams are black 

• Marshall Island training facility? MITS 

• THE BOX:  device, drone operator console,  

• Project KEYSTONE 

 

• Yellow Cube is protected. (Yellow Book) gives you your possible future, misused for 

profit, depends on user for outcome, an intuitive needs to be go-between, vibration 

specific, anomalies happen, feedback loop gets mucked up. IKE had it as a gift from 1954 

meeting. Location unknown. Big toys for little people. We fucked up. 

 

• 2 timelines now: 

 

Ascension to 4th density awareness. Happening currently. 

 

 

2. WW3. ELE. Bad folks hedging their bets on the negative. INSANE. Delusion. Lack of 

reality in their thinking.  It’s going to converge. 
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• Scientists say somebody is mucking with their CERN project, probably the energy 

beings (Sphere Alliance?) 

 

• Collective pathology in most humans today.  (Not the Seekers) 

 

• you can see another persons mind with ESP, no need for secrets, names, etc. All ET 

races do this, much more efficient. That’s why everyone fears humans, we are 

unpredictable, emotional, high strung. 

 

• Project Looking Glass: was “a wrench to hammer a nail,” a tool not used properly, they 

changed things a caused unseen paradoxes, timeline# 1 always came about, NOT #2. 

Ingredients of both timelines would come into play. Nothing will eliminate one or the 

other timeline.  

 

 

Mechanics of Portal Travel through the “Cosmic Web” via Torsion Fields and Scalar 

Energy 

 

 

• Portal physics/mechanics 

http://spherebeingalliance.com/blog/mechanics-of-portal-travel-through-the-cosmic-web-

via-torsion-fields-and-scalar-energy.html 

 

 

• Project Talent 

MKULTRA for gifted children, mind control 

Future operatives, supersoldiers, MJ12 leaders 

 

In a sense we are talking about a Rogue Civilization that is living off of, and siphoning 

off talent.  They are taking children at a young age, tracking them through school and 

placing opportunities within their reach to draw them like flies into the service of the 

secret government and black projects but only if they find they have the unique talent and 

abilities or come from the bloodlines they desire. Dyslexia /Autism a plus. 

Time travel via PEGASUS is used for this operation. 

PSY OPS. 

Psychic abilities enhanced. 

Superfast learning techniques 

Off world duty 

 

People with dyslexia are often very creative. It’s unclear whether such creativity comes 

from thinking outside the box or from having a brain that’s “wired” a bit differently. 

 

 

• NIKOLA TESLA OPENS THE DOOR FOR TELEPORTING 

23 JUNE, 2014 
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In a New York Times article dated 21 April 1908 on page 5, column 6 with a heading 

“How the Electrician’s Lamp May Construct New Worlds”, Nikola Tesla is quoted of 

mankind’s mastery of the physical universe by merely adopting certain theories, he 

states: 

“Every ponderable atom is differentiated from a tenuous (fragile, vague) fluid, filling all 

space merely by spinning motion, as a whirl of water in a calm lake. By being set in 

movement this fluid, the ether, becomes gross matter. Its movement arrested (halted), the 

primary substance reverts back to its normal state.” 

This normal state that Tesla is describing is ‘stillness’ where radiation then reverts to its 

time line as normal matter. Tesla continues to really open the door to teleporting in the 

article stating: 

“It appears, then, possible for man through harnessed (coupled) energy of the medium 

and suitable agencies (interventions) for starting and stopping ether whirls to cause matter 

to form and disappear.” 

Tesla is implying that matter can be manipulated by using intelligent energy (via today’s 

technology) to both levitate and teleport. He is stating, in effect, matter was not 

predestine at the beginning of the universe. Matter is dynamic and can be altered and 

relocated using today’s technology. He goes on to state: 

“At his (mankind) command, almost without effort on his part, old words would vanish 

and new ones would spring into being. He could alter the size of this planet, control it 

seasons, adjust its distance to the sun; guide it on its eternal journey along any path he 

might choose, through the depths of the universe. He could make planets collide and 

produce his (own) suns and stars, his (own) heat and light, he could originate life in all its 

infinite forms. To cause at will the birth and death of matter would be man’s grandest 

deed, which would make him the mastery of physical creation, make him fulfill his 

ultimate destiny.” 

Now take this out to another step, just presume for a moment, first Tesla is right (which 

through history he was definitely more right than wrong) and some entity in some 

universe (not necessarily this one we are living in) discovered this and indeed went on to 

create their own universe (maybe even this one). We today are a long way away from 

what Tesla is explaining here, lone enough to ever create a universe. 

Ironically, this article appeared three years after Einstein published his Special Relativity 

Theory and almost twenty years before Monsignor Georges Lemaitre hypothesis of the 

universe’s beginning in 1927, which later was called the Big Bang. One should 

understand it is the Big Bang and it associated Inflation hypothesis that is the only 

hindrances to both levitating and teleporting large objects today (including humans). 

Tesla opened the door back in the beginning of the twentieth century, and science closed 

the door some thirty years later. 

Tesla’s papers were confiscated by the FBI after his death in 1945. 

 

 

 

• Operation PAPERCLIP 
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Verner Von Braun, NASA 

 

Overview: 

 

 

Although the JIOA's ("Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency" est. 1945; Joint Intelligence 

Committee; Joint Chiefs of Staff; US DoD) JIOA's recruitment of German scientists 

began after the Allied victory in Europe on May 8, 1945, U.S. President Harry Truman 

did not formally order the execution of Operation Paperclip until August 1945. Truman's 

order expressly excluded anyone found "to have been a member of the Nazi Party, and 

more than a nominal participant in its activities, or an active supporter of Nazi 

militarism." However, those restrictions would have rendered ineligible most of the 

leading scientists the JIOA had identified for recruitment, among them rocket scientists 

Wernher von Braun, Kurt H. Debus and Arthur Rudolph, and the physician Hubertus 

Strughold, each earlier classified as a "menace to the security of the Allied Forces. 

 

Under "Operation Paperclip" Nazi scientists and intelligence officers were integrated into 

the military, NASA, and the intelligence community after 1945. Wernher von Braun is 

the most famous and is remembered for being the genius behind the Saturn rockets. The 

most infamous was Reinhard Gehlen, a Major General in the Nazi Abwehr or intelligence 

agency. 

 

Several secret U.S. government projects grew out of Operation Paperclip. These projects 

included Project CHATTER (established 1947), and Project BLUEBIRD (established 

1950), which was renamed Project ARTICHOKE in 1951. Their purpose was to study 

mind control, interrogation, behavior modification and related topics. 

 

 

See: Paul Mellon, OSS, and Allen Dulles, OSS, both on CFR. 

Grandad served under Patton when he liberated Pilsen in Czech.  

Kurt Debus: Plasma physicist. Zero point energy specialist. 
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Gen. Hans Kammler, SS E4 works. The Bell project, free energy, anti-grav tech. 

See: The Hunt for Zero Point by Nick Cook.  

Igor Witowski books. 

 

 

National Interest/Project 63:  

Job placement assistance for Nazi engineers at Lockheed, Martin Marietta, North 

American Aviation, and other aircraft companies, whilst American aerospace engineers 

were being laid off work. 

 

Rocketry 

Rudi Beichel, Magnus von Braun, Wernher von Braun, Werner Dahm, Konrad 

Dannenberg, Kurt H. Debus, Walter Dornberger, Ernst R. G. Eckert, Krafft Arnold 

Ehricke, Otto Hirschler, Hermann H. Kurzweg, Fritz Mueller, Eberhard Rees, Gerhard 

Reisig, Georg Rickhey, Werner Rosinski, Ludwig Roth, Arthur Rudolph, Ernst Steinhoff, 

Ernst Stuhlinger, Bernhard Tessmann, and Georg von Tiesenhausen (see List of German 

rocket scientists in the US). 

 

Aeronautics 

Sighard F. Hoerner, Siegfried Knemeyer, Alexander Martin Lippisch, Hans Multhopp, 

Hans von Ohain, and Kurt Tank 

 

 

Debus was plasma 

specialist at NASA. 

Why? The Apollo 

moon shot needed a 

spacetime bubble 

around the ship. A 

torsion field 

generator. Common 

Et practice. 

 

Medicine – 

biological weapons, 

chemical weapons, 

human 

experimentation, 

human factors in 

space medicine 

Hans Antmann, Kurt Blome, Erich Traub, Walter Schreiber, and Hubertus Strughold[21] 

 

Electronics 

Hans Hollmann, Kurt Lehovec, Johannes Plendl, Heinz Schlicke and Hans K. Ziegler 

 

Intelligence 
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Otto von Bolschwing 

Many key members were placed under the control of MJ12 after 1950. 

Von Braun reportedly came back in time to see his illegitimate son as a 35-year old 

version of himself. (Project Looking Glass tech) (Age regression.) 

––A “club” of P.C. personnel reversed their age (US Govt. agreement)…still living in 

Eureka Washington, black project people there, very small town. Incredible story until 

one understands the totality of all black tech. Once the black tech is understood, time 

travel is just routine business in the universe. Not unlike getting on a plane today. No big 

deal. 

 

• Enrico Fermi 

You can use a version of your past self to latch onto if your body is wearing out, he said. 

“Younger self” organs can be grown or harvested. Common ET practice. Holographic 

matter tech. 

 

• Clones with implanted souls don’t last long. 5 year span. Not perfected tech. 

 

• Monatomic gold can prolong life….Annunaki (a group of ET races) used it. Also used 

to block solar radiation. Multi-purpose compound. Kammler / Von Braun intel 

 

See: 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/antarctica/antartica24.htm 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnVMKg1nq14 

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_flyingobjects55.htm 

 

• Martin Borman is the money man, secret fund in Argentina. CIA. NASA. 

  

• Nazi SS General Gehlen was sponsored by the Dulles brothers. John Foster Dulles was 

a founding member of the CFR and served as President Eisenhower’s Secretary of State; 

Allen Dulles was a president of the CFR, and was the Director of Central Intelligence - 

head of the CIA - when John F. Kennedy was assassinated. (Council Foreign Relations, 

NWO USA Unit) 

Allen Dulles may have issued the CIA kill order for national security priorities. Kennedy 

was going to leak MJ12 intel after his proposed “breakup” of the CIA 

  

• Von Braun met some Aldeberans, he was not a Nazi fan, loved German people 

Aldeberans gave tech to Nazis, why? Tall blonde blue eye race. Can’t be only reason? 

Perhaps to speed up tech timeline for regressives. 

 

• UFOs over DC in 1952 were possibly Nazi, Antarctica, Hitler’s Shangri-La, Hitler and 

Eva may have gone there as corpses, New Berlin, Byrd expedition, battle, flew inside 

polar cap, city there,  

Von Braun, bases in Argentina, Germans. Neuschwabenlanders. 
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• Admiral Byrd, Operation HIGHJUMP 

 

Expedition to find reported German base in Antarctica, arctic training exercise, future 

base locations for US Navy. 

The United States Navy Antarctic Developments Program 

Amplification of existing stores of knowledge of electromagnetic, geological, geographic, 

hydrographic, and meteorological propagation conditions in the area. 

 

 

 

Operation “High 

Jump”, which was, 

basically an invasion 

of the Antarctic, 

consisted of three 

Naval battle groups, 

which departed 

Norfolk, VA, on 2 

December 1946. They 

were led by Admiral 

Richard E. Byrd’s 

command ship, the 

ice-breaker 

“Northwind,” and 

consisted of the 

catapult ship “Pine 

Island,” the destroyer 

“Brownsen,” the 

aircraft-carrier 

“Phillipines Sea,” the U.S. submarine “Sennet,” two support vessels “Yankee” and 

“Merrick,” and two tankers “Canisted” and “Capacan,” the destroyer “Henderson” and a 

floatplane ship “Currituck.” 

 

One hell of a lot of firepower for an expedition. Why not much closer Alaska? 

A documentary about the expedition, "The Secret Land", was filmed entirely by military 

photographers (both USN and US Army) and narrated by Robert Taylor, Robert 

Montgomery and Van Heflin. 

Fought German Neuschwabenlanders. A losing battle for the US. 

Germans had DEW, Directed Energy Weapons. Scalar tech. 

Hitler buried in S. America…..Ecuador? Monument there. (?) 

 

Tesla contacted aliens in Colorado  (Nazis knew this and used his data) 

 

General Patton: ‘Nazi Bell’ to USA. He knew Paperclip was a bad deal with the devil. 

Angry because of secrecy. He may have wanted to be president. Possible murder. 
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    SS General Hans Kammler 

 

General Dr.-Ing. Hans (Heinz) Friedrich Karl Franz Kammler 

(born 26 August 1901; date of death unknown) was a German 

civil engineer and high-ranking officer of the Schutzstaffel 

(SS). He oversaw all SS construction projects, concentration 

camps, and towards the end of World War II was put in 

charge of the V-2 missile and jet programs. Nazi Bell free 

energy program with Walter Gerlach, physicist. (Project 

Chronos). The USA got all this research. Vril Propulsion 

Workshop antigravity program too. 

Kammler was the last SS officer in Nazi Germany to receive 

a promotion to the rank of SS-Obergruppenführer with date 

of rank from 1 March 1945. 

 

• Two NASAs…one overt, one covert with Paperclip team. Cross pollination. 

 

• Apollo did go to the moon but were followed by ET craft. Armstrong radioed on the 

private medical channel that he sees the ET’s on the moon. All scripted. Covert. 

 

  https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/attach/49/49783_.pdf 

 

• Joseph P. Farrell, Nazi SS Technology: 

(See books) 

 

Himmler, Ahnenerbe, Nuremburg trials, all that exotic tech was for military application 

Unified field theory 

Gabriel Cronin?, electrical engineer, can explain phenomena, only explainable by higher 

dimensional theory…2 different worlds married 

Bell project, starts in 1925, Stern–Gerlach experiment, “NEW ALCHEMY” 

Had bizarre writing on it…Indian Sanskrit 

 

In physics, a unified field theory (UFT), occasionally referred to as a uniform field 

theory, is a type of field theory that allows all that is usually thought of as fundamental 

forces and elementary particles to be written in terms of a single field. 

 

The Stern–Gerlach experiment showed that the spatial orientation of angular momentum 

is quantized. It demonstrated that atomic-scale systems have intrinsically quantum 

properties, and that measurement in quantum mechanics affects the system being 

measured. 

----See Heisenberg. 

 

Bell was classified top clearance, higher than German atom bomb. New paradigm of 

physics. Sponsored by the Reich (German state) 
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Technology objectives: 

 

Free Germany from foreign oil 

Window into antigrav propulsion, weaponized. “The bee hive” 

Engineer the fabric of spacetime locally 

Time is involved, but not a time machine. 

Torsion, spiral, twists spacetime. Rotation. 

Freedom from Jewish physics 

(Swastika is a physics symbol too, spin vector) 

Syrum 525 liquid, maroon-violet, mercury, isotope 

Ahnenerbe read ancient Indian texts, physicists translated them to science, metaphor 

Tibet…entire copy of Kanture epic…sophisticated civilization 

 

Hans Kammler….went to USA for immunity(?) 

Jacob Sporrenberg SS, Polish tried him in court 

 

• Von Braun and Explorer 1: 

http://www.enterprisemission.com/Von_Braun.htm 

 

Physics today is a dead end, only dogma now. 

Vril Propulsion Workshop:  Real deal. 

 

 

• The Nazi Bell: 

 

 

OP Paperclip. Main war prize. 

“Die Glocke.” 

 

 

 Ceramic metal, HD electric 

ports, inside are the counter-

rotating drums, liquid nitrogen 

cooled, beehive sound, high 

voltage, mercury isotope 

compound syrum. 

Effects on plants, decay brown 

goo,  

Tested underground with ceramic bricks. Camp slaves cleaned radioactive stuff, tested in 

Henge, pale blue glow, Poland 

Cryo cooling: centerfuge isotope tech, high mechanical rotation, superconductor, 

electrically pulsed, big cables, engineer the fabric of spacetime, part of: 

--SS entity, pulling patents, nat security 

--SS development area 4, energy independence 

--Kammler’s think tank, Skoda, brainstorm think tank …work out the steps to do it 
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Prototype tech, not a UFO or zero point, or weapon, gateway tech to them though, “time 

dilation” due to radioactive decay…crude stuff 

 

Borman: USA gets the best guys, Bell tech is easy to keep secret, keep to themselves. 

Fusion project in Argentina was the continuation of this. Borman is the cash man.  

Important scientists go to Argentina. USA was keen on getting everything. We got 2 guys 

only. 

 

Paperclip scientists all drove S-class black Mercedes just like Hitler did. Secret cash 

fund. Bormann. (Official military pay only at NASA) 

 

#2 track NASA program, they were up to alien tech, Roswell tech, Paperclip guys 

examined it all. Bell personnel too. Lured or kidnapped from Argentina. CIA OP. 

 

Juan Peron, Borman, Nazi gold. Everyone reported to Borman,  

Deutsche Bank cashed checks. Laundering cash. 

Corporate fascism. USA had hands in pie. Nazis blackmail US Army/NASA/DoD for 

“dirty deeds.” 

IKE warns us. He fought them. Whose wheedling their way in? Nazis. Gun to our head? 

Blackmail. IKE knew all this. 

 

Age Regression Technology, (AST):   Paperclip Scientists may be alive today. (Eureka, 

Washington State) 

DARPA, Proj. LG, Bell Labs. 

 

Physics and finance is an old marriage, Corporations now hire physicists as analysts. 

 

Prince Bernhard, IG Farben. Ended in 2003. Nazi controlled. 

 

Nazis today:  In Germany…reunification, wall falls on Kristalnacht and Beer putsch 

dates, 

The meetings are attended by Neo Nazis, strong arming everyone, steer them “We are 

one People” Shotgun wedding, like Hitler. 

Kohl is channeling money for this? 

Bormann wanted European Federation in 1947. The E Union? 

In USA we have “fascist snitch” culture 

Germans were first to recognize Croatia. Germans sent troops in 1990’s. 

 

 

• Nazi Bell, “The Hunt for Zero Point” by Nick Cook 

 

 

 

The key man was a German engineer and administrator, Hans 

Kammler, who began as a civil servant with the Reich Air 

Ministry but whose ambition led him to the SS, where he 
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became head of the Building and Works divisions that masterminded the concentration 

camps. 

  

Albert Speer, Hitler's Minister for Armaments, noted that Kammler was 'blond, blue-

eyed, long-headed, always neatly dressed and well bred ... capable of unexpected 

decisions at any minute.' 

  

It was the SS, not the Luftwaffe, that controlled Hitler's secret weapons programme and 

Kammler, a qualified engineer, soon became deeply involved. 

  

He was clever and cruel 20,000 slave workers died creating the vast galleried complex 

hacked out under the Hartz Mountains in Germany, where Kammler oversaw production 

of V1 rockets. One day in March 1945, the guards hanged 52 people in Gallery 41, tying 

a dozen at a time to a beam, which was then pulled up by a crane. Those next in line were 

forced to watch. These were Kammler's hallmarks. 

  

Kammler rose to the rank of SS General, in charge not only of all aircraft and missile 

programmes but also his own highpowered research and development thinktank. He set 

up his secret operation in the vast Skoda industrial complex in Czechoslovakia, a country 

which the SS regarded as its own private domain. 

  

According to my researches, scientists there were working on weapons systems so 

futuristic that they made Germany's V1 and V2 rocket bombs look pedestrian. Among 

these were nuclear power plants for rockets and aircraft, highly sophisticated guided 

weapons and antiaircraft lasers. 

  

But there was more. A Polish source told me the extraordinary story of 'The Bell'. 

Experiments had been taking place in a mine close to the Czech border. They involved 

feeding large doses of electricity into an underground chamber where a bell-shaped 

device emitted a pale blue light. Five scientists exposed to the device had died of side-

effects. Word had it that they were investigating some kind of anti-gravitational effect. 

The Bell, which was about the height of a man and glowed during testing, was made of 

hard, heavy metal, filled with a violet mercury-like substance. This metallic liquid was 

stored in a flask, encased in lead three centimeters thick. 

  

Experiments always took place under a thick ceramic cover and involved the rapid 

spinning of two cylinders in opposite directions. The chamber in which the experiments 

took place was deep below ground. Only The Bell itself was preserved after a series of 

tests, each lasting about one minute. Even the room was destroyed and rebuilt. 

  

Various plants, and animals such as frogs, mice and rats, were exposed to The Bell's 

sphere of influence. Rapid decay set in and people who helped conduct the experiments 

suffered from sleep problems, memory loss and muscle spasms. One of the terms used 

was 'vortex compression'. Another was 'magnetic fields separation'. Both were associated 

with antigravity. 
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These secrets were undoubtedly Kammler's ticket to safety once war had ended. By mid 

April of 1945 Kammler had dropped off the map. He was a leading Nazi, implicated in 

the Final Solution yet protracted searches in the US National Archives yielded not a 

single mention. 

  

How could this monster, the most powerful individual outside Hitler's inner circle, be so 

easily forgotten? 

  

It was only as I gazed at the single wartime picture that exists of Kammler in his general's 

uniform, striding for the camera, his cap with death's head badge enough to one side to 

betray more than a hint of vanity - that I began to understand. Kammler was fair. Take 

away the uniform, and he could have been any 40yearold European male. In the chaos of 

the collapsing Reich, Kammler could have gone anywhere, assumed any persona, and no 

one would have noticed. 

  

Kammler, who had moved his HQ to Munich, told Albert Speer he would offer the 

Americans 'jet planes and rockets'. He also let slip he had 'other developments' up his 

sleeve. 

  

 

Kammler in Pilsen 

 

He probably went east, 

back to his 'special 

projects group' in 

Czechoslovakia, rather 

than simply wait for the 

Americans to arrive in 

Munich. He had a 

twofold purpose in 

making his dangerous 

journey. First, to retrieve 

the mother lode of documentation and blueprints. And second, to hide it prior to setting 

up the deal, which would buy his freedom. 

  

Although the Skoda Works were in, the Soviet zone of occupation, my research shows 

that US forces had the run of the place for six days before the Red Army turned up. 

  

Plenty of time to remove something you want if you know it is there. Or ignore it, if you 

have it already. The Americans appeared indifferent to any pointers towards Kammler. 

Had he already done a deal with the Americans? The answer must be yes. 

  

The Bell was removed by a special SS evacuation team just before the Russians arrived. 

More than 60 Scientists working on the experiment were then ruthlessly killed to 

preserve the secrets of the mine. The Bell was shipped out but to where? 
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One possibility was using one of the northern Adriatic ports that remained in German 

hands. A U-boat commander could conceivably have run the gauntlet of the Allies to 

evacuate cargo and personnel by sea. Another possibility was a heavy transport plane 

used by a special German air force wing and flown under an enemy or neutral flag. Either 

way, Kammler had the means to move thousands of tons of documentation, equipment 

and personnel pretty much where he wanted. 

  

At the end of the Second World War, via captured technology from Germany that has 

never seen the light of day, America acquired knowledge of the most dangerous kind. 

  

Whatever the secrets, of The Bell and other technology, the German secret weapons 

programme had yielded the ability to design a radically different form of aircraft. A craft 

that was 'circular or elliptical', made no sound and could turn on a sixpence. And one 

involving a process, which could also be harnessed to create a weapon more destructive 

than the hydrogen bomb. 

  

With the help of German-derived science, America's technological lead over the rest of 

the world accelerated after the war. Kammler's secrets from the Skoda Works had moved 

4,000 miles to the west and somehow, I just knew, Kammler had come with it. 

  

The extensive US recruitment programme would have bent over backwards to 

accommodate Kammler, keeper of the Third Reich's most exotic military secrets. 

  

There is evidence that the Americans did produce such technology. A memo I found in 

the archives of the Imperial War Museum, written by Lieutenant General Nathan 

Twining, head of US Army Air Forces' Air Material Command, a brigadier in USAAF 

intelligence in September 1947, stated that objects 'approximating the shape of a disc, of 

such appreciable size as to be as large as a manmade aircraft, were neither 'visionary nor 

fictitious'. 

  

Twining went on to write that it was possible 'within the 

present US knowledge provided extensive detailed 

development is undertaken to construct a piloted aircraft 

which has the general description of the object above which 

would be capable of an approximate range of 7,000 miles...' 

 

 Twining 

  

His memo was written just three months after the supposed 

crash of a UFO at Roswell, New Mexico, in July 1947; the 

period many people tout as the real start of the modern UFO 

sightings. 

  

Not all attempts to produce disc technology were successful. It emerged, during the 1959 

hearings of the Space Committee of the US Congress, that the US Department of Defense 

had been working with the Avro Canada company to develop a 'flying saucer'. 
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The Avrocar, as it was called, was the brainchild of gifted British engineer John Frost, 

who had moved to Canada after the war. News leaked as early as 1953, when a Canadian 

newspaper revealed plans for it to take off and land vertically, and fly at 1,500 mph. 

  

It was easy to see why Avro played down reports of the Avrocar. One look at the 

prototype, underpowered and unstable, was enough to confirm it would never achieve 

supersonic flight. It became an aviation joke, which drifted into obscurity. Yet, that may 

have been the intention. 

  

Recently declassified papers show that Avro was working on a range of flying saucers 

capable of eclipsing existing jet-fighters. And the US air force had bought Avro's disc-

shaped designs for craft called Project Silverbug, capable of almost instant high-speed 

turns in any direction. 

  

Were the Americans using the Canadians to perfect the aerodynamics of a flying saucer? 

Or had the disastrous Avro programme been hushed up to avoid embarrassment? Either 

way, it showed that manmade flying saucers existed. 

  

There was no golden age, as 'The G-Engines Are Coming!' had predicted. At least, not in 

the open. But I discovered evidence of mysterious aircraft which chimed with reduced 

gravity systems. 

 

 USAF publication 

  

Since the Eighties, there has been speculation 

about the existence of a mythical plane called 

Aurora that supposedly flew on the edges of space. 

In 1992, there was a detailed sighting of a massive 

triangular-shaped aircraft spotted flying in 

formation with US air force bombers above the 

North Sea. 

  

In Belgium, in 1989 and again a year later, hundreds of people reported seeing silent 

triangular shaped craft all over the country. They were tracked by Belgian radar and 

pulled turns of about 20G40G enough to kill a human pilot. The Belgian air force 

confirmed their existence in a government report. 

  

I also discovered evidence of the Pentagon's enormous 'black budgets', which finance 

deeply classified defense programs. 

 

  Representative 3D image 

  

Huge amounts of money have 

been spent, often in areas of 

the US where UFO reports are 
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most common. What happened to Kammler's secrets, and was antigravity among them? 

My research would soon take me to the deserts of America, home of the strange Stealth 

fighters, the leading edge of aeronautical science and much more. 

  

Extracted from: "The Hunt For Zero Point: One Man's Journey To Discover The Biggest 

Secret Since The Invention Of The Atom Bomb" - by Nick Cook, to be published by 

Century on September 6 

 

“US Has Heavily-Researched  

Anti-Gravity Says Jane's Editor.” 

 

By Bradley Perrett 

9-8-2001 

 

LONDON (Reuters) - The U.S. military may have conducted serious research into anti-gravity based on 

Nazi studies, a top defense journalist suggests in a new book. 

  

In ``The Hunt for Zero Point,'' journalist Nick Cook says, based on a decade's research, he believes by the 

1950s the U.S. was seriously working on anti-gravity “electrogravitics'' technology, which would lift and 

propel vehicles without wings or thrust. 

  

``I feel intuitively that some vehicle has been developed, particularly given that there is this wealth of 

scientific data out there, and the Americans have never been slow to pick up on this sort of science,'' Cook, 

the aerospace consultant for Jane's Defense Weekly, told Reuters in an interview. 

  

Cook uncovered reports and sightings of a Nazi research device that had been hidden in a remote part of 

Poland, where it had apparently been supplied with great quantities of electricity -- which an electrogravitic 

experiment would require. 

  

Curiously, barely a hint of such Nazi research appeared after the war, suggesting that whoever captured it -- 

probably the United States -- immediately stamped it ”secret,'' he said. 

 

 

 

 

• RACES OF ET’S in / OUT of the MIC / MIEC 

Military Industrial Extraterrestrial Complex 

 

 

Introduction 

 

On February 20, 1954, a delegation of ‘human looking’ extraterrestrial races met with the 

Eisenhower administration in an unsuccessful effort to reach an agreement on the US’s 

thermonuclear nuclear weapons program. The apparent stumbling block was that these 

extraterrestrial races were not willing to provide technology that might be used by the 
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military-industrial interests that dominated the Eisenhower administration and set the 

tone for subsequent extraterrestrial – human dialogue. MJ12 authorized. 

EBE exchange program discussed. 

  

The principled opposition of this group of extraterrestrials to being co-opted into an 

emerging “military-industrial-extraterrestrial complex” (MIEC) marks an important 

indicator of a large grouping of ‘human’ extraterrestrial races who lie outside of the web 

of interlocking interests that make up the MIEC in the US and elsewhere on the planet. 

  

This second group of extraterrestrials is primarily ‘human’ and can easily integrate with 

human society in the manner described by Dean and others where they can be 

indistinguishable from the rest of humanity. These races are described to be from star 

systems such as Lyra, Pleiades, Sirius, Procyon, Tau Ceti, Ummo, Andromeda and 

Arcturus who have provided some of the genetic material for the seeding of humanity on 

Earth. According to Alex Collier, a total of 22 extraterrestrial races have provided genetic 

material for the ‘human experiment’. 

  

These include Reptilian, Grey, (soul bearing only) and Anunnaki races described earlier 

as well as those races in this second group which Collier describes as ‘benevolent’: 

 

That we, as a product of extraterrestrial genetic manipulation, are possessors of a vast 

gene pool consisting of many different racial memory banks, also consisting of at least 22 

different races. Because of our genetic heritage, and because we are electromagnetic bio 

aura/spirit, the benevolent extraterrestrial races actually view us as being royalty. That’s 

why humans (Terrans) are still alive/exist today. 

We have a wide range of emotions that is unique in the universe. 
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As a result of this genetic linkage, the extraterrestrials in this group outside of the MIEC 

apparently view humanity in much the way a protective parent might view an adolescent 

son/daughter in a dangerous environment. The vital interests of races in this category are 

to ensure that global humanity evolves in a responsible way without endangering both 

itself and the greater galactic community of which it is part. 

  

There are two parts to this grouping of extraterrestrials. The first are ‘extraterrestrials’ 

that have historically inhabited the Earth’s subterranean dwellings, and are described as 

remnants of ancient human civilization that followed a separate evolutionary path to 

surface humanity. (2 million years ago to present) 

  

The second are extraterrestrials that have ‘off-world’ origins but have humanoid features 

to the extent that some of them can easily intermingle with the rest of humanity without 

being easily identified. (4-6th density) 

 

 


